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Abstract
Aluminum alloys AA5754 and AA6063 were thermomechanically processed (TMP) to
investigate the relationship between structure, strength, and ductility, and effect on failure. Model
parameters from the Saimoto-Van Houtte (SVH) constitutive equation were determined from
experimentally measured stress-strain curves and correlated to the evolving microstructure of the
two alloys at various stages of TMP. Using the SVH equation and the concept of equivalent plastic
work, the yield loci for AA5754 after four different treatment conditions were modeled, allowing
for the balanced biaxial and plane strain loading ratios to be found. Interfacial decohesion was
observed in both alloys by analysis of the fracture surface and is attributed to iron atom segregation
during cooling. This quench sensitivity effect can ideally be removed through TMP. Nano-void
nucleation and growth ductile failure models were developed for both undeformed control and
prestrained AA6063 conditions to determine if the source of failure is present within the initial
microstructure, as proposed by Lloyd. The evolving fracture strains, yield stress and inter-obstacle
spacing at yield were all found to evolve with a temporal exponent of 0.3 and 0.2 for the control
and prestrained conditions, respectively. This evidence indicates that both TMP routes result in
failure initiating at precipitates and that introduction of dislocations changes the diffusion kinetics
of artificial ageing. If the quench-sensitivity effect remained after TMP, higher temperature
annealing at 230°C was found to improve ductility, and is believed to be due to precipitation of
Al6Fe into the grain boundaries. The balanced biaxial conditions in AA5754 were determined from
the SVH-based yield locus model to be all located off the 1:1 applied stress ratio. The plane strain
conditions were determined to change due to the differences in work hardening in the two
directions. The plane strain condition is redefined as a net zero increase in minor strain, rather than
imposing a zero strain in the minor direction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In order to intelligently design new thermomechanical processes (TMP) for improving the
structural properties of industrial aluminum alloys, an intricate understanding of the interplay
between structure, strength and ductility of the specific alloy system is required. The implications
of this understanding are paramount as companies continue to seek lighter-weight, stronger and
more ductile materials to fulfill a variety of applications from automotive to aerospace to consumer
products. Work performed by industrial scientists and engineers to modify a TMP for improved
material performance is commonly done through trial and error, because it historically was the
basis for many successes, and leads directly to attractive empirical processing relationships. This
method though has several drawbacks including being costly, wasteful, the relationship having little
breadth beyond the data set, and resulting in a product that may not be fully understood. If a new
TMP is successful in increasing material performance, it is often implemented without full
comprehension of why it now works better. The new practice may be used to treat different
aluminum series alloy where it often does not work without disrupting current properties, such as
loss of strength, due to the different deformation mechanisms involved for each specific alloy
series. However, if the fundamental reason for the improved performance can be thoroughly
understood, the TMP may be adapted for other alloys using analogous processes that would result
in similar effects (increased ductility) while retaining the other desired material properties.
Industrial aluminum alloys are “alloyed” with specific elements that create additional
obstacles at different length scales in the form of point defects, solute atom clusters, second phase
1

particles, and microstructural features, which control structural behaviour. At a more fundamental
level these obstacles control dislocation activity which determines yielding, plasticity, failure, and
overall structural materials performance. Therefore, an understanding of the alloy through a
systematic analysis of the individual contributions of each microstructural component to the
strength, deformation behaviour, and failure of the material is required in order to identify the
mechanisms responsible for failure and the material performance. One of the most robust
approaches for connecting a material’s macroscopic behaviour over many length scales to
dislocation behaviour is by thermodynamically accurate constitutive equations. One of the first
approaches was demonstrated by Hart [1], and there have been many others taken since [2].
In the present work, constitutive relation analysis (CRA) of the Saimoto-Van Houtte (SVH)
relationship [3] is used to identify the deformation mechanism active in age-hardenable and nonage-hardenable aluminum alloys under certain loading conditions by relating the macroscopic
experimental conditions to the response of the internal microstructural variables. By coupling a
series of equations relating the failure processes to other tensile properties (yield strength, fracture
strain) a greater understanding of the deformation and its connection to microstructure may be
realized. Such knowledge can then be used to explicitly discuss how to develop new processing
methods to improve the material performance.
The thesis also examines applications of the Saimoto-Van Houtte CRA in generating
accurate yield loci [4] and its extension to multi-axial stress-strain diagrams including balanced
biaxial and plane strain conditions. These material performance diagrams play an important role in
manufacturing processes, such as stamping and forming, to better understand material behavior
during component fabrication. Being able to connect improved performance in the yield loci to the
microstructure to changes in the material will ideally allow alloys to be tuned and created to
optimize specific performance characteristics: energy absorption, work hardening, yield strength,
elongation or ductility.
2

1.2 Objective
The objective of this work is to provide an engineering solution which allows workers to
observe the quantitative trends of adjusted TMP on the critical performance parameters of two
common engineering aluminum alloys. The solution will be used as a quality control parameter to
determine if a nano-void nucleation, growth and coalescence process [5, 6] is indeed the active
failure mechanism or if it is being pre-empted by an alternative, less efficient mechanism. It will
explore the mechanisms responsible for pre-emptive failure as well as methods that can be used to
detect them. Several possible solutions to removing the pre-emptive failure will be presented
depending on what point in the production process the problem is identified. The work will also
provide an alternative to crystal-plasticity finite element modeling (CP-FEM) for generating yield
loci for non-age-hardenable aluminum alloys. A simple relation is developed in order to determine
the yield locus requiring very few tests to be performed in order to produce the required model
input parameters. Tensile tests in rolling direction (RD) and transverse direction (TD) are needed
in order to capture the deformation behaviour and the work hardening in both principal directions
of the material, and the through-thickness texture measurements are needed to determine the
Lankford coefficient, RRD,TD [7], and Taylor factor, MRD,TD [8].
Performing tensile testing at various states of TMP of each alloy will give understanding
of the microstructure features responsible for deformation and ductile failure in each alloy. The
changes in microstructure from the TMP will be correlated to the changes in output model
parameters by application of CRA to each of the stress-strain curves. Properties such as yield
strength, work hardening and limit and fracture strain will be correlated to microstructure state
evolution with parameters such as inter-obstacle spacing, vacancy production rates, nano-void sizes
and spacing, and vacancy concentration at limit strain.
Once the materials have been analyzed, the CRA parameters will be used to predict and
model the tensile quadrant of the yield locus of the material through use of the SVH relation. The
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changes in the yield locus with adjusted TMP will give an understanding of what processes improve
the overall sheet performance, primarily improvement in the plane strain failure condition.

1.3 Outline of Thesis
The outline of the thesis is as follows. The thesis is separated into two sections: Structure,
Strength, Ductility in Aluminum Alloys, covered in Chapters 2-5, and CRA for Performance
Evaluation, Chapters 6-8. Chapter 2 is an instructive review of the pertinent theory of plastic
deformation of crystalline materials, which supports the methodology of CRA used in the thesis.
Chapter 3 explains how the TMP will alter the structure of the material in order to correctly test
for the change in properties in both AA5754 and AA6063. Chapter 4 highlights the key results
through observation and analysis of the testing and characterization performed. These results will
be discussed in the context of the TMP in Chapter 5 and how they are related back to the inferred
structure of the material. Chapter 6 reviews the theory of the yield locus and how the SVH relation
can be incorporated into the framework of the yield loci for modeling. The results from experiments
in Chapter 4 will be used as input model parameters for the yield loci analysis. Chapter 7
summarizes the key results from the models including the changes in yield loci shape, multi-axial
stress-strain curves and identifying both balanced biaxial and plane strain conditions with changes
in the TMP. Chapter 8 will discuss these results and the significance of the balanced biaxial and
plane strain conditions. The general conclusions for both structure, strength and ductility and those
from the yield loci and associated modelled stress-strain curves will be presented in Chapter 9.
Finally, Chapter 10 suggests directions for future work, and recommends methods for exploring
these phenomena.

4

Chapter 2
Relation between Structure, Strength, and Ductility
2.1 Background
Many industrial alloy systems contain two, three, four or even five different types of
second-phase particles present and/or solute atoms, each contributing to a unique set of material
properties. The role of each of these particle species and the microstructure features (grain size,
particle distribution) on the primary material properties of strength, work hardening, strain-rate
sensitivity and ductility/fracture, requires an intimate understanding of the physics involved for
each of these processes and how each specific feature influences each of these parameters. For
instance, one feature may control ductility exclusively [9] and have negligible contributions to
strength or work hardening. Other features may influence multiple parameters like work hardening
and strength, but not ductility. Further complications arise in terms of the TMP that must be
performed in order to tailor the material arising from the differences in atomic mobility for various
elements present as solutes within the alloys. The result is that it may be thermodynamically
impossible to create the “ideal” alloy but through developing a hierarchical understanding of the
roles of microstructure components on material properties, an alloy may be developed and tailored
to its specific industrial application to optimize the desired properties. Using stress-strain curves
and applying CRA, the changes in model parameters can be correlated to the changes in TMP. The
regions of the stress-strain curve are described from yield to failure. The nano-void nucleation and
growth model for ductile failure is presented including alternative failure mechanisms that are less
favourable than nano-void failure.

2.1.1 Structure
Due to the complexity of the materials and the vast number of microstructure features
present in industrial alloys, understanding each components influence on the various material
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performances is required in order to establish a sound TMP schedule to improve the ductility in the
material. The various crystalline components and constituents found in polycrystalline materials
play various roles and in effect all represent the structure. Here only the major components of
structure are briefly reviewed: grain boundaries, solute atoms, nano-particles, and micro-particles.
2.1.1.1 Grain boundaries
Grain boundaries occur within material due to the fabrication process and presence of
impurities. Grain boundaries increase the overall strength [10] of the material as controlling sources
for dislocations, and as high-energy obstacles to dislocation movement that limit the mean slip
distance of dislocations. Grain boundaries also act as sinks for point defects [11], and as diffusion
pathways [12] for solute atoms within the alloy. Grain boundaries play a pivotal role in
understanding pre-emptive failure in aluminum alloys with respect to the phenomenon of quenchsensitivity [13], and how the solutes distribute themselves in and around the grain boundary region.
Depending on the extent of vacancy sinks or solutes present within the grain boundaries, varying
levels of macroscopic deformation and ductility may be realized [14]. The fracture surface features
of the grain boundaries at failure give important information into the deformation of the material
[9] that can be used to interpret the deformation modes prior to failure, and the efficiency of grain
boundaries as sinks for point defects.
2.1.1.2 Solute atoms
All alloys are specified by their chemistry, but whether the atoms are in the solute form or
as part of a second phase compound is dependent on the phase diagram. Industrial processing
results in non-equilibrium solute concentrations and hence depending on the temperature, solutes
may migrate to form more stable precipitates. Due to their difference in size with that of solvent, a
solute atom creates a strain field in the matrix which can interact with the strain fields of
dislocations. The dislocation and solute atom in effect may “see” each-other, and hence higher
stresses are required for the dislocation to move past the solute atom. The stress levels are such that
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thermal activation will more rapidly enable this process [15]. Solutes atoms have increased mobility
within the grain boundaries and along dislocation cores reducing the required temperature to permit
diffusivity [16]. Wolverton [17] has shown from first principles that certain solute atoms in
aluminum are more likely to attract vacancies and stabilize them [18]. Clusters of vacancies have
been stabilized in quenching experiments in the Al-Fe system [19], and alloying may act as nanovoid sources or vacancy sinks, where the point defects may annihilate and disappear. Solute atoms
within the matrix exceeding the solubility limit are thermodynamically driven to precipitate out of
the matrix in the form of second-phase particles; the size, volume fractions, and degree of
precipitation all depending on the TMP, and the diffusion pathways available to transport the solute
atoms to where they nuclei may grow.
2.1.1.3 Nano-particles
Nano-particles are second phases with one or more dimension less than 100 nm. Nanoparticles are typically introduced within a material through natural (NA) and/or artificial ageing
(AA) processes in age-hardenable alloys. The mobility of supersaturated solute atoms increase at
higher temperatures driving the formation of meta-stable particles of varying size (depending on
duration and temperature of heating). These particles act as dislocation obstacles and increase the
yield stress of the material substantially depending on their size, volume fraction, and interface type
[20]. The spacing of nano-particles can be determined from the change in yield stress between asquenched alloys which are assumed to be in the ideal state of maximum solid solution for the fastest
quench rate to those of various artificially or naturally aged cases. The change in obstacle spacing
with ageing time can determine if solute atom segregation is a volume, planar, or pipe diffusion
process [21]. Depending on the size and type of precipitates found, the precipitates may be either
shearable [22], or non-shearable [23], which will change the work hardening behaviour of the
material as well as the type of dislocations generated during the deformation. If the nano-particles
are shearable, the shape change occurs similar to the matrix of a pure metal, although at larger
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stress. Unshearable nano-particles generate geometrically necessary prismatic loops (GNPLs) [23]
in order to maintain strain compatibility around the rigid particles without forming cracks. Thus
loop formation replaces dislocation motion within this local volume. According to the Ashby model
[22], the formation of these GNPLs results in a constant mean slip distance, λ, which is
characterized by parabolic hardening having a stress-strain relationship, 𝜎 ∝ √𝜖.
The nano-sized precipitates are typically coherent with the matrix and create strain fields
attracting vacancies which can theoretically develop nano-void nucleation sites. The growth in
particle size with constant volume fraction decreases the particle density, and increases the interparticle spacing which reduces strength. With increase in size the particle interface becomes semicoherent to reduce the strain field on an energetic basis, and hence may lose its capacity to attract
vacancies.
2.1.1.4 Micro-particles
Micro-particles are micrometer-sized particles that are formed during ingot casting and hot
working and are desirable in aluminum alloys to facilitate lubrication during rolling, drawing and
extruding processes. In the final microstructure, these unshearable particles generate prismatic loop
stacks during work hardening [24] by cross-slip of screw dislocation mechanisms, resulting in loop
formation on slip planes other than the original ones. Dislocation loops are able to extend over very
large distances resulting in loop stack pile-up at grain boundaries and obstacles, which according
to Brown [25] results in a linear work hardening behaviour, 𝜎 ∝ 𝜖.

However, if other

microstructure features cause the friction stress around these micro-sized particles to become
sufficiently large, the formation of loop stacks will be replaced by a different mechanism of lattice
rotational flow around the particles [25], resulting in geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs).
This model gives rise to parabolic hardening, forming tilt walls into which vacancies may enter to
relieve the additional stresses by rearrangement of the rotational dislocations, but retaining the
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necessary lattice rotation. These strain centers can serve as nucleation sites for recrystallization
[26], a process known as particle-stimulated recrystallization.

2.2 Properties
A robust method to relate microstructural state with mechanical properties is by analysis
of stress-strain curves from tensile tests. The role of the stress-strain curve and how it may be
related to the structure, strength and ductility of the material will be explained. Aluminum is a facecentered cubic (FCC) material, and so explaining all pertinent theory in the general framework of
FCC materials will allow this theory to be applied to a wider range of other FCC materials. The
common role of microstructure components will be stated and their influence on the apparent
strength and deformation mechanics of the material were given. The role of nano-void and
alternative failure mechanisms on the material are explained to gain insight into the design of the
TMP to test and modify these various processes. Testing aluminum alloys at room temperature,
which is below 0.4Tm, removes the effect of creep in the analysis.

2.2.1 The stress-strain curve
Understanding the movement of dislocations through obstacles and their influence on work
hardening, vacancy production rates, nano-void growth and coalescence requires a controllable and
reproducible testing method. Tensile testing is the preferred method, performed by applying a fixed
displacement rate at a controlled temperature, and measuring the load response from the material
to maintain the imposed rate. The extension of a known length gauge section of the tensile sample
can be determined using an extensometer along with the dynamic applied load. The resultant loadextension curve is converted into engineering stress, s, and strain, e, as

𝑠=

𝐹
Δ𝑙
and 𝑒 =
𝐴0
𝑙0

(2.1)

where F is the applied load, A0 is the initial cross-sectional area, l0 is the initial gauge length, and
l the current extension. Equation 2.1 is converted to true stress, σ, and true strain, ε, as:
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𝜎 = 𝑠(1 + 𝑒) and 𝜖 = ln(1 + 𝑒)

(2.2)

However, dislocation motion only occurs once the material has entered the plastic regime, thus the
elastic strain must be removed from the total strain giving the plastic strain as:

𝜖𝑝 = 𝜖 −

𝜎
𝐸

(2.3)

where E is the temperature-dependent Young’s modulus. A comparison among the three stressstrain representations is shown below in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Comparison of engineering stress versus engineering strain, and true stress versus true
and plastic strains for an arbitrary alloy.

Any stress applied above the proportional limit will result in dislocation motion when using
stress-plastic strain curves. Glissile dislocations within the material will glide until they encounter
an obstacle and become pinned. Increased loading will cause the dislocation to “bow-out" between
the obstacles, occurring at the proportional limit until it reaches a maximum position, typically
taken at 0.2% strain, 0.2%, after which the dislocation will break-free or cut through the pinning
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obstacles [27] and begin to glide. The relation between the yield stress and spacing of these
obstacles is well understood and found as

l=

𝛼𝜇𝑏
𝜏0.2%

(2.4)

where 0.2% is the shear stress acting on the dislocation at 0.2% found as 0.2% = (0.2% - 0final)/M,
where M is the Taylor factor, and σ0final is the modeled proportional limit. These obstacles control
the yield stress and will often act as a source [28] of dislocations, generating and multiplying if a
pole mechanism is formed. Primary dislocation sources are found at interfaces such as grain
boundaries. As the dislocations from different sources interact, there is a strengthening effect due
to increase in the number of dislocations that also act as obstacles. This increase in stress is known
as work hardening and the nature and extent of work hardening will depend on what the rate
controlling obstacles are and the resulting types of dislocations that are generated during the
deformation [10]. The nuances and regions of the stress-strain curve will be covered in 2.2.3. The
stresses will continue to increase under deformation as dislocations are produced until the
Considère criterion [29] is met,

𝑑𝜎
=𝜎
𝑑𝜀

(2.5)

Equation 2.5 represents the point where the incremental increase in applied stress is greater than
the incremental increase in work hardening to withstand the load, and a localized reduction in area
or neck will occur followed by load drop and localized ductile failure shortly after. This behavior
is shown graphically in Figure 2-2. The total strain to the Considère condition represents the total
elongation strain and is a measure of a forming limit.
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εL

Figure 2-2: The change in work hardening coefficient, d/d, and applied stress, , with evolving
strain showing the onset of diffuse necking in uniaxial tensile tests based on the Considère criterion.
Where the two curves meet is the Considère point and defines the elongation strain, L.
After the onset of necking at a total elongation strain of εL, the material will deform locally
to failure. In forming operations the stresses and strains experienced are typically nonunidirectional, and as a result a better representation on the formability of the materials is through
analysis of the fracture strain, εf, found using

𝑡0
𝜖𝑓 = ln ( )
𝑡𝑓

(2.6)

where t0 and tf are the initial and final thicknesses of each of the tensile samples, respectively. The
ultimate goal in forming is to increase the fracture strain, hence ductility, while maintaining a
relatively high yield strength.
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2.2.2 Relating micro to macro – Saimoto-Van Houtte relation
Much effort has been spent on attempting to develop constitutive relations in order to
accurately model and fit the stress-strain curve to be used in finite element modeling [30] and other
sophisticated simulations methods in order to predict component response to loading for validating
engineering designs prior to full-scale production.
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

Currently, the modified Hollomon, 𝜎 − 𝜎0

= 𝐾𝜖̇ 𝑚 𝜖 𝑛 [31,32], and the Voce-Palm

[33,34] relations are the most widely used to approximate the stress-strain curves incorporating
work hardening, n, and strain-rate, m, dependence on the flow stress. Both of these techniques do
not precisely replicate the stress-strain curve and fail to extrapolate to the large-strain behaviours
typical of rolling, wire-drawing, biaxial strain, crash-worthiness, etc. Recently, Saimoto and Van
Houtte [3] developed a Hollomon-type relation based on Taylor slip analysis, herein called the
SVH relation, which incorporates dislocation motion into a constitutive relation that relates the
movement of dislocations to the macroscopic shear flow stress.
The physical significance of the SVH relation lies in its ability to satisfy the Orowan
relation [35] while being based on a quantitative measure of dislocation slip. The mean slip distance
 = C1

(2.7)

 = ( - 0final)/M

(2.8)

is related to the flow shear stress

as
1

1
𝑃
1 2+𝛽 2+𝛽
𝜏 = [( ) (𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)]
𝛾
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏

(2.9)

where  is the obstacle strength,  is the temperature dependent shear modulus, b is the Burgers
vector, P represents the length of dislocation created over the area swept – typically close to one,
and A is the annihilation factor. C 1 and  are fitting parameters derived from the measured stressstrain diagram, and represent the obstacle spacing and the work hardening behaviour of the
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material, respectively. The work hardening term related to γ can be seen to fit in terms of the
Hollomon relation as 𝑛 =

1
2+𝛽

and so the SVH relation can be rewritten in terms of what is known

as the advanced Hollomon relation, incorporating the strain-rate sensitivity. The CRA fits a stressstrain curve using a two-fit loci, their intersection occurring at 3 and 3, the point separating the
initial locus characterized by β 1 from second stage characterized by β2 (see Appendix A for a full
explanation of the CRA procedure). The microstructural bases for this bifurcation is different from
the definition of Stages I and II for single crystals, and more closely resemble the transition from
Stages II to III, though not exactly. An example of a CRA fit with key regions of the curve is shown
in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: An example CRA performed on a stress-strain curve resulting in β1 and β2 separating
the stress-strain curve into two loci, described by the two curves.
In the CRA, the challenge is to quantify the mean slip distance, λ, using a calibration factor
1/ defined as
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1
1
𝑑𝛾
= ( )𝜇( )
𝜙
2𝛼
𝑑𝜏 0.2%

(2.10)

where (d/d)0.2% is the work hardening rate at 0.2% p. The calibration factor is used to precisely
replicate the stress-strain locus by using the fit parameters β 1’s, β2’s, P/A, C1 and σ0final [36]. Since
the primary obstacles controlling work hardening remain constant during testing, this calibration
factor is assumed to characterize the plastic deformation process beyond the yield phenomenon. 
is related to the P/A ratio as

𝑃 2𝜙
=
𝐴 𝛼2

(2.11)

The P/A ratio equals the perimeter of the swept dislocation segment to the area of the segment [36].
A higher P/A indicates that more of the dislocation line length is retained over that created,
compared to lower P/A values, in which more dislocation line length is dynamically annihilated as
described by a decreased initial work hardening rate.
There are certain situations when modifications to the calibration process must be
performed in order to accurately capture the evolving microstructural changes taking place in the
experiment. The most common anomaly observed are those due to yield points in the material
where the stress-strain curves display a yield point elongation (YPE) effect due to the solute content
in the material [37]. In order to accurately undertake the constitutive relationship analysis on such
a stress-strain curve, a 6th order polynomial fit based on minimizing the residual, R2, is performed
beyond the yield point and then back-extrapolated to find the initial work hardening slope at 0.2%
on the polynomial fit (d/d)0.2%. This is the starting point from which 1/ is determined and after
which the CRA is performed to establish the initial β1 work hardening rate, which is again backextrapolated, and a new (d/d)0.2%, now based on the initial CRA fit, is then used to calculate the
1/ characterizing the starting material, which was impossible with the initial yield point disruption
in the curve. This iterative process is based on considering the yield point as an anomaly, a transient
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behaviour artificially introduced via solute atoms at sources, or prestraining [37], and not actually
inherent in the large-strain plasticity.
Successfully fitting an equation to a stress-strain curve is not new, but new information is
possible in the post-analysis of the SVH relationship. Changes in the internal state parameters are
of great interest as they give insight into the transition in active deformation and failure mechanisms
within the material, and could allow users to tune the effect of their TMP. In a recent comparison
by Brahme et al. [38], the SVH relation was shown to be more accurate in large-strain predictions
than the Voce and Hollomon relations. The accuracy of this relation is inherent to its development
through Taylor slip analysis allowing it to be representative of the microstructure conditions of the
material. Any changes in the microstructure by TMP can be correlated to changes in the SVH model
parameters, representing the deformation behaviour of the material. Systematic trends observed
with changes in TMP such as an increasing work hardening rate, or decreasing transition strain
with increased ageing time are examples of model parameter relations that may be correlated back
to the TMP and its influence on changes in microstructure.

2.2.3 Work hardening
Work hardening, or strain hardening, is the incremental increase in flow stress with
increasing deformation strain. Work hardening has several stages, classically characterized by their
relation between σ and ε and exactly how that relationship develops with increasing strain. The
types of dislocations produced by deformation depends on the obstacles controlling the plasticity
with each obstacle-type having a characteristic work hardening relationship. The evolution of the
work hardening behavior changes during deformation and is separated into four or more stages
based on the typical characteristics observed [39]. Only the first four stages are described here.
2.2.3.1 Stage I
Crystal plasticity was initiated upon observation of slip lines on polished surfaces of single
crystals and the characterization of the work hardening behavior was reviewed by Nabarro et al.
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[40]. In stage I of deformation, often referred to as “easy-glide", the dislocations within the asgrown microstructure are able to move along their glide plane with ease as the stresses needed to
cause dislocation motion are sufficiently low and there are little to no obstacles impeding their path.
This is classically observed immediately after the elastic regime as a nearly flat region in the stressstrain curve. Due to the difficulty in creating materials that are obstacle-free, a lengthy stage I is
only observed in high purity, single slip oriented, single crystals with extremely low dislocation
densities [41].
2.2.3.2 Stage II
Stage II is typically characterized as having a nearly constant work hardening rate (linear)
[41] corresponding to a continuously decreasing mean slip distance that is very insensitive to
temperature during the initial production and multiplication of dislocations within the material.
Stage II (2 for polycrystals) was originally thought to be parabolic (  ) however, it is now
understood that depending on the obstacles producing the dislocations, hardening may be either
linear, parabolic or some combination of the two. The conditions for each of these cases were
outlined further in Section 2.1.1. Different types of dislocation interactions will contribute uniquely
to the vacancy production from dislocation-dislocation interactions in both stage II and III of work
hardening.
2.2.3.3 Stage III
The work hardening rate in stage III (3 for polycrystals) decreases monotonically with
increasing strain as the maximum limit of dislocation density is approached. The onset of stage III
is classically thought of to be due to the onset of thermally activated cross-slip [42] in the material
due to the imposed requirement to increase strain/load. An alternative explanation for the stage 2
to 3 transition in polycrystalline materials was proposed to be due to osmotic pressure build up in
the cellular structure of the material brought about by excess vacancy concentrations in the
localized region over the thermal equilibrium amount [43]. These vacancies move due to the large
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vacancy concentration differences between the interstitial dipoles in the cell wall and the
intercellular structure. Since the onset of stage 3 is a diffusion-based problem dealing with the
migration of vacancies, it has a very large thermal and strain-rate sensitivity component. This
theory will be explored later in the chapter in the context of its effect on maintaining vacancy
concentrations within the matrix, or vacancy diffusion to alternative sinks such as grain boundaries,
interfaces, nano-voids or solute atoms.
2.2.3.4 Stage IV
The onset of stage IV (4 for polycrystals) occurs at high strains approaching 1.0 and is
characterized by a low, but constant work hardening rate, d/d. It is experimentally observed in
compression or torsion where these large strains may be readily obtained. One explanation, [39]
assumes that the vacancies generated by the straining initiate a steady-state situation of recovery
and hardening. In industrial forming processes, stage IV is pre-empted by the void growth and
coalescence leading to ductile failure.
2.2.4 Ductility
The ductility of a material is defined as its ability to undergo plastic deformation under
load. The greater the ductility, the greater the deformation a material can withstand without failure.
Before exploring ductile failure, a question must be answered: is it possible to predict the strain at
failure, and hence ductility? For this to be true, a relation must exist between some parameter and
the fracture or failure strain of the material. Lloyd [44] has previously shown a linear relation exists
between the yield strength, 0.2%, and fracture strain, f, for age-hardenable aluminum alloys (Figure
2-4).
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Figure 2-4: Relation between yield strength and fracture strain presented by Lloyd [44] for
naturally aged and artificially aged AA6111.

The relation holds for both naturally and artificial aged conditions of the same alloy. This
correlation indicates that the controlling mechanism for failure is inherent in the material
microstructure, which also controls the strength of the material. Thus a model was developed by
Saimoto et al. [5, 6] in order to predict and accurately analyze fracture and failure by quantitative
means. The well-known phenomenon leading up to failure is through nano-void nucleation, growth,
and coalescence. This process proceeds by stable void nuclei being formed during the deformation
of the material until a suitable cluster size of vacancies are thermodynamically stable at the given
testing temperature to form a stable nano-void. These nano-voids grow via vacancy diffusion as
the deformation progresses until neighbouring nano-voids become spaced at approximately three
times their diameter at which point the stress-fields between nano-voids interact, and subsequent
plastic flow between the voids result in the coalescence process. The ductile failure mechanism
process will be described in detail along with alternative failure mechanisms, which occur at lower
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fracture strain than nano-void formation-growth mechanism, and thus a means for their elimination
is sought through metallurgical processing.
2.2.4.1 Nano-void initiation
The homogeneous nucleation of nano-voids occurs due to vacancy clustering in the matrix
of the material until a suitable vacancy cluster forms that is able to be thermodynamically stable.
This may not always be the case since all industrial alloys have added elements and particles within
them resulting in lower-energy nucleation sites. The heterogeneous nucleation of nano-voids is
associated with coherent obstacles within the material due to the dilational or contractive strain
field introduced from the lattice mismatch between the matrix and particles. This strain can be
relieved by the introduction of vacancies, which are able to flow into the strain field region, relaxing
the contraction/dilation field. It is these strain-fields which may be heterogeneous nucleation sites
[5, 6] for the primary nano-voids responsible for ductile failure. The initial spacing of these
particles, and thus nano-voids, is determined from the yield stress of the material as these obstacles
control the initial flow of dislocations. This inter-obstacle spacing can be calculated in a modified
version of Eq. 2.4 as

𝑙Δ𝜏 =

𝛼𝜇𝑏
Δ𝜏𝑗

(2.12)

where j is the effective increase in shear stress due to the specific obstacles present. In the case
of work-hardened samples, WH = (0.2% - 0final0.02%)/M, where 0final0.02% is the 0.02% stress on the
 1 back-extrapolated curve, 0.2% is the 0.2% yield stress, and M is the Taylor factor. For artificially
aged samples, AA = (0.2% - 0.2%WQ)/M, where 0.2%WQ is the 0.2% yield stress of the water
quenched sample prior to artificial ageing indicating that any increase in yield stress is due to the
precipitation of second phase precipitates inhibiting dislocation motion. For cases of sample
prestraining prior to ageing,
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Δτj = (σ0.2% - σPS)/M

(2.13)

where σPS is the maximum stress during the prestraining period prior to unloading and ageing is
used.
2.2.4.2 Mechanism for nano-void nucleation
Aside from quenched-in voids, the excess vacancy concentration required to allow for
stable nano-void formation has been empirically set at the end of stage 2 of work hardening [5].
During stage 2 of work hardening, dislocations are continuously being produced, moving through
the lattice interacting with forest dislocations and forming jogs, the dragging of which creates
vacancies. The vacancy concentration subsequently increases above thermal equilibrium, and due
to the lower activation energy for vacancy transport by pipe diffusion than bulk diffusion, vacancies
can be transported by the moving dislocations as other vacancies are swept up forming di- and trivacancies. These defects remain unstable and will continue to form and dissolve until the vacancy
concentration reaches a critical value at the transition between stage 2 and 3 of work hardening. It
is at this transition point that the nano-voids responsible for failure are assumed stable in the
material and can grow through stage 3 of deformation. At this point, the heterogeneous nano-void
nucleation sites (coherent obstacles) have now become closer together due to the criterion of
constant volume for plastic deformation. Thus the particles’ spacing can be described as

𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 = 𝑙Δ𝜏 exp (−

𝛾3
)
𝑟∗𝑀

(2.14)

where 3 is the shear strain to reach the  1 to  2 (stage 2 to 3) transition within the material, r is a
geometric factor for particle spacing decrease such that r equals 1 or 2 for plane strain and uniaxial
tension respectively. This length, lnano, will serve as the initial nucleated nano-void spacing in the
material as it enters into stage 3 of work hardening and the voids begin to grow and their inter-void
spacing decreases.
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2.2.4.3 Nano-void growth
The nano-void growth process is assumed to begin at the onset of stage 3 of work hardening
where the nucleated nano-voids have stabilized. It is now possible for the nano-void nuclei to grow
via diffusion of vacancies produced from dislocation jogs as other dislocations cut through them
[45] travelling a mean slip distance , creating /b vacancies per jog-drag. At 3, the vacancy
concentration in the material may be determined using [5]

𝑋
𝑃
𝛾32
(
)
𝐶𝑣 (𝛾3 ) = (
)
(
)
2
+
𝛽
1
𝑁0 𝑏 3 4𝐴
2

(2.15)

where X is a fraction representing the average number of dislocation-dislocation interactions
responsible for vacancy production via jog-dragging, N0 is the number of atoms/m3 of material, and
Cv is the concentration of vacancies. The rate of change of the concentration of vacancies in the
material during stage 3 of work hardening is given by

𝐶𝑣−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒
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𝑋
𝑃
2 + 𝛽2
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(
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(2.16)

The mechanically produced vacancies can travel along the dislocations via pipe diffusion to those
pinned at nano-voids and vacancy clusters. If thermodynamically favourable, i.e. the change in the
free energy and chemical potential caused by radial effects of the nano-void spheres being
increased, may contribute to void growth by being annihilated at the void/particles-dislocation
interface or being transported to larger voids nearby. The chemical potential of the local volume
or system decreases with increasing radius resulting in the driving force for nano-void coarsening.
As the nano-voids continue to grow, their size, d v, increases according to

𝑑𝑣 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 (𝛾 − 𝛾3 )𝐶𝑣−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒

(2.17)

while the intervoid spacing, lv, decreasing as

𝑙𝑣 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 exp (−

𝛾 − 𝛾3
)
𝑟∗𝑀

(2.18)

The material continues to change shape until a critical void size-spacing ratio is reached.
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2.2.4.4 Nano-void coalescence and failure
From theoretical calculations [6] it has been shown that once the void spacing-size ratio
reaches three, there is sufficient overlap in the stress-fields around the nano-voids resulting in the
coalescence of nano-voids leading to the inevitable failure of the material. Through the deformation
of the sample, the intervoid spacing decreases as

𝛾 − 𝛾3
𝑙𝑣 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 exp (
)
𝑟 ∗𝑀

(2.19)

where lv is the intervoid spacing at any given γ greater than γ 3. The final separation distance at
failure is given by the point when γ equals γf,

𝑑𝑣 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 (𝛾𝑓 − 𝛾3 )𝐶𝑣−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒

(2.20)

with the final nano-void size determined using

𝛾𝑓 − 𝛾3
𝑙𝑣 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜 exp (
)
𝑟 ∗𝑀

(2.21)

to give a final spacing ratio of lv/dv. Experimentally this ratio is likely to be less than or greater
than three, highlighting the vacancy efficiency of the failure mechanism active. In the event of lv/dv
> 3.0, a new limit strain, γlim = Mεlim, is varied until the failure coalescence condition is met. At this
point stress triaxiality between neighbouring voids occurs with failure occurring shortly after. An
illustration of the entire nano-void process is shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: An illustration of the nano-void process during loading of a sample. The pertinent
equations at each of the stages are shown leading up to the limit strain where alternative failure
models take over to predict how the nano-void coalesce [5, 6].

Although simplified, Figure 2-5 demonstrates how the voids form and become closer
spaced due to the both void growth and a decreasing precipitate spacing during deformation as a
constraint of constant volume used in plasticity.
2.2.4.5 Ductile failure maps
It is possible to capture both the nano-void growth and the inter-void spacing with evolving
strain upon failure by understanding the extent of vacancy production during the deformation
process of the samples. Once the critical criterion of lv/dv equals three is met, the coalescence
process is expected to occur. By measuring the changes in vacancy concentrations at failure it is
possible to determine if the TMP has allowed for a higher concentration of vacancies to be produced
prior to failure. An example ductile failure map is shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6: An example ductile failure map for aluminum alloys. The lv/dv = 3.0 defines the limit
strain, εlim in the model.

Ductile failure maps serve as a basis for comparing whether the TMP process can increase
the lv/dv ratio. Since the method of calculation for d v is directly related to point defect production,
the growth of voids may be reduced if sinks other than nano-voids exist, such as grain boundaries,
and hence extend limit strain to ductile failure. It is this premise, combined with the lv/dv ratio that
can be used to compare the effectiveness of the TMP on the performance of different materials.
2.2.4.6 Alternative failure mechanisms
Failure is not limited strictly to the nano-void nucleation, growth, and coalescence
processes previously described. Other mechanisms such as crack propagation or grain-boundary
decohesion can also occur, the latter commonly observed in ductile failures. Since much work has
been conducted on improving the ductility of the material, specific criterion may be developed to
assess whether or not the nano-void process is the primary mechanism responsible for the failure
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of the material. The criterion is based on a ductile failure map, see Figure 2-6, which describes the
concentration of vacancies at failure, and the nano-void spacing-size ratio. The proposed nano-void
process should result in more ductile material performance compared to a grain boundary
decohesion mechanism, the latter which will now be referred to as "pre-emptive failure". If the
pre-emptive failure can be eliminated, large increases in ductility may be realized. If sufficient
understanding of the microstructural components responsible for pre-emptive failure can be
identified, TMP may be performed in order to eliminate this phenomenon and delay the coalescence
to attain higher limit strain prior to nano-void failure in the material while maintaining high yield
strength and work hardening.
It has been postulated that the occurrence of grain-boundary decohesion is due to the
migration of bulk vacancies entering into the grain-boundaries effectively opening them, increasing
grain-boundary width, resulting in a weakened structure [46]. The vacancies will undoubtedly
travel to the grain boundaries and become trapped there at energetically favourable sites like solute
atoms or second phase particles, rather than travelling through the grain boundary to a free surface
to annihilate. Only vacancies produced near the grain-boundary, within a distance of λ/l, will
contribute to this pre-emptive failure mechanism. Vacancies produced towards the interior of the
grain are limited by diffusion for travelling such large distances, and in the perspective of the
vacancy, it will be attracted to the closest possible vacancy sink requiring the least energy for
annihilation. As a result, many of the vacancies produced will contribute to nano-void growth.
However, those entering the grain boundaries may result in grain-boundary pull-out once the
applied stresses are sufficiently large to overcome the now "low-strength" grain boundary.

2.2.5 Methods of controlling microstructure
The first step in dealing with industrial processed materials is to develop an accurate
understanding of the effect of an existing TMP on that material’s mechanical properties. TMPs
directly control internal microstructure, which determines a material’s mechanical properties, and
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this knowledge is needed to intelligently develop new TMPs to improve properties. For example,
the addition of straining to specific steps in the TMP allows for additional phenomena to be studied
once the effects of the previous TMP steps on the material system are understood. The following
experimental procedure describes the alloys and TMP steps used to facilitate such a study.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Procedure
3.1 Design of Experiments
Two experiments were designed to investigate the roles of different internal structural
features on strengthening and ductile failure in: (1) a non-age-hardenable aluminum alloy; and (2)
an age-hardenable aluminum alloy. The two alloy types were chosen because they together cover
the widest range of technically advanced industrially processed aluminum alloys and have
distinctly different TMP cycles that result in characteristic work hardening and/or age hardening
behaviours. These alloy types will help establish the applicability of the CRA to an industrial-like
setting.
In the first experiment a series of tensile tests were performed on non-age-hardenable
AA5754 following unique processing routes. AA5754 strengthens by work hardening and is used
in non-visible structural components. Generally, the first procedural step was to identify the origin
of pre-emptive failure in the aluminum alloys by removing the pre-emptive failure using TMP, and
subsequently reintroduce the pre-emptive failure mechanisms in the AA5754 samples. If the TMP
can be traced back to the changes in fracture strain and deformation behaviour, it will be possible
to pin-point the mechanism and microstructure features responsible for the early failure. The TMP
is chosen to primarily change the non-age-hardening elements such as Fe within the Al6Fe
precipitates which are postulated to control the fracture of the material.
The second experiment is on an age-hardenable series aluminum alloy, AA6063, whereby
short high temperature solutionizing immediately followed by quenching maintains the solute and
vacancy concentrations of the solutionizing temperature at the lower quench bath temperature
leaving the matrix in a supersaturated state. However, even at room temperature the solute mobility
is sufficient to migrate to pre-existing clusters formed during quenching, and gradually platelet
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structures form with the resulting strengthening designated as natural ageing. Annealing at
temperatures above room temperature is called artificial ageing, and causes formation of different
meta-stable phases.
The precipitation of new particles can change the yield stress, work hardening, and failure
strains. In the first part, the effects of quench-sensitivity, using water instead of air cooling, on the
solutionizing process was investigated. Prestraining prior to ageing was added to understand the
effect of vacancy sinks within the material on ductile failure. Next, the traditional ductile failure
mechanism of nano-void nucleation and growth process in various artificially aged AA6063 was
explored. This study coupled with a parallel series of tensile tests combining prestraining with
ageing to increase fracture strain and overall energy absorption were used to evaluate the Lloyd
plot construction [44] and determine the sources of ductile failure. Finally, both pre-emptive failure
removal and artificial ageing were altered in unison to reduce TMP steps.

3.2 Sample Preparation, TMP and Testing
Each of the characterization and test methods required a unique method to properly and
reliably prepare test specimens. Tensile samples, hardness and texture samples were all fabricated
in-house using equipment available in the machine shop and metallography laboratory. The
chemical compositions of AA5754 and AA6063 used in this study are given in Table 3-1.
Novelis AA5754 (wt%)
Al
Si
Bal.
0.08
SAPA AA6063 (wt%)
Al
Si
Bal.
0.4

Mg
3.15

Cu
0

Fe
0.18

Mn
0.2

Ti
0

Mg
0.49

Cu
0.01

Fe
0.16

Mn
0.029

Ti
0.01

Table 3-1: Nominal chemical compositions of the aluminum alloys.
3.2.1 AA5754
AA5754 was received from Novelis Inc. in the form of 3’ (91cm) x 3’ (91cm) rolled sheet.
The thermal treatments were selected in order to determine the role of solute Fe within the grain
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boundaries on ductile failure. Tensile samples with axes oriented in both the RD and TD were
sectioned from the sheet, the cut edges re-surfaced with 600-grit paper, and tested for each of the
four heat treatment conditions shown in Figure 3-1: CR13, CR15, CR17, and CR19. CR13
consisted of heating to 255oC for 20 minutes and water quenching (WQ). CR15 consisted of the
CR13 treatment with additional heating at 365oC for 3 minutes and then WQ. CR17 and CR19
followed the same treatments as CR15, but were heated at 255oC for 5 and 20 minutes, respectively.

WQ

WQ

WQ

WQ

Figure 3-1: The heat treatment schedule for the AA5754 RD and TD tensile samples. All samples
were water-quenched to minimize diffusion of solutes during cooling. The up arrows indicate the
re-heating of samples after quenching such that the CR19 samples were quenched a total of four
times.

The tensile specimens were annealed in a salt bath to within ± 2°C of the set temperature
in order to meet requirements of the heat treatment schedule. The goal of the TMP being to: (1)
precipitate out all solute Fe into Al6Fe (20 min at 255°C); (2) then re-solutionized (3 min at 365°C);
(3) followed by re-precipitation for 5 and 20 minutes at 255°C. In rolled aluminum sheet, second
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phase particles like Al3Fe particles that are aligned along the rolling direction, are called stringers,
and lead to early failure. How to remove this effect from the total failure mechanism was tested.
The tensile tests were carried out using a screw-driven Instron model 5969 with a 50kN
load cell and a 2.0” (5.08cm) model 2630-115 extensometer at nominal strain rates of 0.0002s-1 for
the first 0.5% and increased to 0.02s-1 until failure. This slow and fast straining procedure is typical
to clearly delineate the yield phenomenon, with the added benefit that the faster second rate
reducing the Portevin-Le Châtelier (PLC) effect found in Al-Mg alloys

3.2.2 AA6063
The AA6063 was received as 50cm long segments of extrusion in both T4 and T6
conditions, with a cross-section shown in Figures 3-2a and 3-2b.

Figure 3-2: (a) Cross-section of the AA6063 extrusion. (b) Angled view of the extrusion showing
the different panel sections labelled as “X”, “Y”, “Z”, and “V”.

Sheet panels sections were extracted from the extrusion using a band saw. Most
experiments were performed on the “X” and “Y” panels, which were cut down to 1.9cm x 18cm
blanks. The samples were labeled and machined into standard dog-bone sized tensile specimens,
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which were resurfaced using 600-grit emery paper to smooth the edges to eliminate stress
concentration points.
Three sets of experiments were performed on the AA6063. All of the tensile specimens
were water-quenched from the heat treating temperatures in 15°C water within 2 seconds of
removal from the salt/oil bath. The first experiment investigated the role of quench-sensitivity and
prestraining on the fracture strain of the material treated in the as-received conditions and labprocessed conditions. To understand the effect of this treatment, the first specimen was pulled in
the as-received condition to serve as a bench-mark. Tensile specimens were solutionized at 540°C
in the salt bath for 15 minutes in order to dissolve any of the hardening precipitates present from
the prior ageing processes. One tensile specimen was not pulled, while others were each pulled 2
or 5% before artificially ageing all three specimens. The three specimens were aged for 5 hours at
185°C in a silicon oil bath, quenched and tested at a strain rate of 0.0025s-1. The next set of
specimen treatments were performed in pairs, one specimen prestrained 2% prior to ageing and the
other not. These sets were also solutionized at 540°C for 15 min in the salt bath, naturally aged for
1 hour; one of these was prestrained 2% and ended by ageing for varying lengths of time at 180°C
in a silicon oil bath. Finally, T4 as-received materials cut into tensile specimens were aged at 230°C
for varying lengths of time in the salt bath to determine if the pre-emptive failure could be removed
simultaneous to the artificial ageing process.

3.2.3 Fracture thickness
To determine the fracture thickness of the samples, a 1.5mm long section was removed
from the fracture region of the tensile specimens after testing. These samples were identified and
mounted vertically using dental compound that was hardened under ultra-violet light. The samples
were placed in the SEM and imaged along the length of both sides of the sample. The narrowest
regions of three different grains in five unique images of each sample (total of 15 measurements)
were made in order to reduce scatter in the results. If the samples were not mounted perfectly
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straight, the samples were tilted until perpendicular to the SEM column to ensure the correct
thickness was recorded.

3.2.4 X-ray diffraction samples
The grip sections of the tensile specimens were used to assess through-thickness texture of
the extrusion. Four incomplete {111}, {200}, {220} and {311} pole figures were measured by Xray diffraction (XRD) in reflecting geometry using a Rigaku rotaflex generator with Cr source
operating at 50kV 190mA. Orientation distribution functions (ODF) were calculated using the
MTM KULeuven analysis code [47]. The texture samples were ground to the desired thicknesses
(¼ , ½, ¾) by hand using 240, 320, 400 and 600 grit paper, polished using 6μm diamond, and
subsequently 0.05μm colloidal silica. The polished samples were rinsed in ethanol, bright etched
30-60s to remove perceived surface damage, rinsed in H2O, dipped in 5% nitric acid to remove
NaO layer from bright etchant, and rinsed in ethanol and blow-dried to reduce oxidation. The now
mirror-finished XRD samples were electropolished with an A2 solution using a Jean Wirtz
magnetically-stirred electropolisher operating at 30V and -15°C for 20 seconds. Both the solution
and solution reservoir were placed in a chemical-safe freezer for at least 4 hours at -15°C. The
samples were removed once the polishing cycle ended, rinsed and ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol
for 30-60 seconds. The samples were blow-dried with little heat to quickly evaporate the ethanol
and leave a clean surface.

3.2.5 Hardness measurements
The effect of ageing treatments on strengthening is typically carried out by hardness
testing. Here the Vickers hardness (HV) values were determined with a Vickers micro-indenter
after the various artificial and natural ageing conditions by averaging the measurements of 10
indents to reduce scatter and uncertainty in the results. A 100p weight (981mN) was used for the
measurements, loaded for 30 seconds, subsequently unloaded and measured. Incidentally, the large
scatter in the natural ageing curve data at low times is due to the time required to make the indents
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– usually taking 20 minutes to complete the 10 indents with measurements – resulting in the indents
having to be made first and subsequently measured.
3.2.6 Grain size measurements
Grain size measurements were made on electron channeling contrast images taken in a
JEOL JSM-840 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The samples were prepared in an identical
manner as the XRD samples, but were not electropolished prior to examination, and instead were
exposed to gallium at 40°C for 15 minutes to decorate the grain boundaries to enhance the grain
size determination. Measurements were made using the Heyn intercept method using a circular line
to reduce any directionality associated with the measurements. Samples from four different tensile
tests were averaged at each of the thicknesses from inner surface (IS) to outer surface (OS) to
reduce uncertainty in the total measurements.
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Chapter 4
Results and Analysis

Chapter 4 is divided into two sections reporting the AA5754 and AA6063 results
separately. The role of pre-emptive failure in AA5754 is first presented since it is an easier case to
understand with fewer microstructural components being manipulated by the TMP. Next, the
AA6063 series of samples is presented beginning with quench sensitivity, and the role of
prestraining on ductile failure. The study of nano-void nucleation and growth in non-prestrained
samples is presented with the prestrained samples failing due to the nano-void process. Finally, the
most complicated case of ageing at 230°C is presented, having multiple microstructural
components being manipulated simultaneously.

4.1 AA5754
The resulting stress-strain curves from the different heat treatments of the AA5754 tensile
samples are shown in Figure 4-1 and 4-2 for the RD and TD specimens, respectively. These test
results are from single sample measurements.
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Figure 4-1: The AA5754 RD stress-strain curves.

Figure 4-2: The AA5754 TD stress-strain curves.
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From Figures 4-1 and 4-2, it is apparent that the yield strength and work hardening
behaviour remains quite similar for both RD and TD samples, with only differences in the uniform
elongation. For the RD tests, the strain difference between uniform elongation (εL) and failure (εf)
increases with the initial anneal CR13, it reduces after the second anneal at longer time with partial
re-solution of Al6Fe, CR15, but increases again after the higher temperature anneal for CR17 and
CR19. In the case of the TD samples, the elongation trends remain identical, increasing with the
first anneal, CR13, decreasing at the re-solution of Al6Fe, CR15, and finally increasing with
initiation of precipitation of the Al6Fe grain boundaries particles in the final anneals of CR17 and
CR19. The resultant fitting parameters from the CRA are listed in Table 4-1.
o
(MPa)
final

Sample

-used  (MPa)

RD-CR13
RD-CR15
RD-CR17
RD-CR19
TD-CR13
TD-CR15
TD-CR17
TD-CR19

0.4 32012
37.8
0.4 32012
28.3
0.4 32012
37.0
0.4 32012
31.3
0.4 32012
28.2
0.4 32012
19.7
0.4 32012
35.0
0.4 32012
24.0
C1 (1) C1 (2)
(um)
(nm) 3 (MPa)

Sample
RD-CR13
RD-CR15
RD-CR17
RD-CR19
TD-CR13
TD-CR15
TD-CR17
TD-CR19

0.053
0.031
0.070
0.041
0.027
0.015
0.056
0.018

0.49
0.10
0.66
0.26
0.47
0.18
1.13
0.08

63.2
67.2
63.4
66.17
64.49
68.17
61.16
68.36

 0.2%
(MPa)
90.0
88.2
88.2
88.0
84.8
85.5
84.4
83.5
3

P/A
0.116
0.140
0.135
0.122
0.096
0.107
0.101
0.087
 3 (m)

0.283
0.293
0.288
0.300
0.318
0.331
0.304
0.358

0.276
0.333
0.323
0.289
0.255
0.279
0.270
0.243

3

1/

1

107.9
89.6
92.9
102.2
130.8
117.1
124.1
143.9

0.349
0.514
0.320
0.421
0.498
0.654
0.338
0.566

(m)
0.058
0.055
0.058
0.055
0.057
0.054
0.060
0.054

Cv(f)
0.520
0.592
0.608
0.583
0.329
0.430
0.377
0.364

2

l (m)

1.583
1.985
1.545
1.729
1.556
1.784
1.375
1.942
L

0.71
0.65
0.71
0.63
0.65
0.54
0.71
0.62
f

0.178
0.196
0.185
0.191
0.202
0.206
0.202
0.230

1.78
1.64
1.79
1.79
1.56
1.64
1.67
1.64

Table 4-1: Tabulated CRA parameters for all AA5754 tensile samples.

The consistency in both yield stress and work hardening observed in the stress-strain curves
with annealing is evidence that the components of the microstructure being modified by the TMP
are not within the grain interior. In contrast, the elongation, fracture, and transition strain between
stages 2 and 3 of deformation are sensitive to the TMP. Fractography performed in secondary
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electron imaging (SEI) mode in the SEM of CR13 samples is shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 at the
same magnification for the RD and TD fracture surfaces, respectively. RD, TD and/or ND
directions are labelled in each figure.

TD
ND

Figure 4-3: Fracture surface of AA5754 RD-CR13 sample annealed 255°C for 20 min. The dotted
white line indicates the direction of coalescence. Taken under SEI, scale bar 100μm.

RD
ND

Figure 4-4: Fracture surface of AA5754 TD-CR13 sample annealed 255°C for 20 min. The dotted
white line indicates the primary direction of coalescence. Taken under SEI, scale bar 100μm.
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The two fracture surfaces indicate a distinct difference in failure modes of each sample
corresponding to a large variation in fracture thickness. Larger holes appear aligned along the ND
in the RD oriented tensile incorporating localized stringer decohesion, connected by significant
nano-void coalescence, compared to the TD tensile direction. Failure appears to have occurred by
voids aligning parallel to stringers as observed in Figure 4-4. There are a few characterizing
differences in the appearance within the large voids indicating they are due to a separate mechanism
from the finer dispersoid cavities evident in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5: SEM-SEI image of slip lines on void surfaces enlarged with scale bar of 100μm. The
slip lines are indicated by the white arrow with the nano-void regions located within the white
circle.

The slip lines observed on the interior surfaces of the large voids resemble those found on
the surface of the tensile sample indicated by the white arrow. The smaller voids are circled in
white to illustrate the clear differences in size-effects from the two primary secondary phases
present: Al3Fe of micrometer size and Al6Fe of nanometer size. As seen in other work [9], this
observation suggests that particle decohesion has occurred with subsequent plastic deformation
taking place. The extent of the plastic deformation is unknown, but it would be expected that
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decohesion occurs at lower strains followed by void coalescence to manifest the observed slip lines.
For clarity of presentation, the evolution of fracture surfaces with changes in heat treatment will be
discussed in a later section.

4.2 AA6063
The AA6063 samples were heat treated and tested, beginning with a lab-processed
replication of the industrial heat treatment schedule described in Chapter 3. The remaining results
report on the role of prestraining, ageing and combined ageing and prestraining on nano-void
failure. The section concludes with the observations made in the ageing of T4 specimen at 230°C
to verify if pre-emptive failure may be eliminated simultaneously with the ageing process.

4.2.1 Hardness and texture characterization
The basic characterization of the effect of ageing treatments on strength was carried out
using Vickers micro-hardness tests. Figure 4-6 shows the natural ageing and artificial ageing HV
curves for samples that were artificially aged after varying levels of natural ageing.
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Figure 4-6: The Vickers hardness versus log ageing time curves for the AA6063 samples aged at
180°C after natural ageing for various lengths of times. The upper and lower bounds on the hardness
are given to provide the safe working limits of the material to simulate waiting times in the
production process of extrusions. Error bars of one standard deviation determined from the 10
hardness measurements are only shown for the 24 hour NA case for clarity.
The artificial ageing kinetics of the material appears to be independent of the duration of
natural ageing time. The peak age based on hardness occurs after 9 hours at 180 oC. The next
characterization performed was measuring the through-thickness grain-size evolution in order to
understand the length-scales involved with failure in the material. The through-thickness grain size
measurements are shown below in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: The evolution in grain size of the extrusion panel going from the relative out surface
position to inner surface position averaged from the X and Y panels.

The average grain size on the surfaces were found to be roughly 100μm, decreasing to
around 80-90μm towards the internal regions of the panel. This grain size was compared with
through-thickness texture for both the X and Y panels to gain understanding of the texture
dependence on ductile or pre-emptive failure. The evolution of the main texture components, cube,
Goss and CG, through-the-thickness of the X and Y panels are shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9,
respectively.
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Figure 4-8: Texture evolution of the three main components in the AA6063 X panel. IS and OS
indicated the inner and outer surfaces respectively.

Figure 4-9: Texture evolution of the three main components in the AA6063 Y Panel. IS and OS
indicate the inner and outer surfaces respectively.
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The identification of texture components are found in the MTM KULeuven reference
manual [47]. There is a clear asymmetry in the texture components through-thickness of the Xpanel likely due to its physical position in the extrusion, having one side towards the exterior and
one towards the interior of the profile resulting in a cooling gradient due to a lack of convection
during the extrusion. The Y-panel through thickness texture is significantly more symmetric having
a higher relative overall cube component due to its slower cooling rates being inner panels of the
extrusion struts, which give more time for recrystallization nucleation and growth.

4.2.2 Quench-sensitivity
Quench-sensitivity refers to the fracture strain changing with the quenching rate, whereby
the slower the rate the more prone the component succumbs to low strain failure. A quenchsensitivity effect was realized when the lab-processed sample results were compared to those of the
industrial T6 samples. The main parameters to demonstrate the effect of quench-sensitivity are in
the yield stress and fracture strain differences in the lab-quenched versus industrially slow-cooled
samples subsequent to the solutionizing process. Table 4-2 compares these two parameters for two
lab-processed samples, and two as-received T6 samples from the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ panels.

Sample

Panel
X
Y

T6 As-Rec
Lab control
T6 As-Rec
Lab control

 0.2%
(MPa)
205.0
211.1
205.9
219.3

f
0.843
1.37
0.774
1.345

Table 4-2: A comparison of the yield strength and fracture strain for the as-received and labprocessed AA6063 samples to observe the effects of quench-sensitivity.

The lab-processed samples were aged at 185°C and 180°C for 5h and 9h for the X and Y
samples, respectively. Samples from both aged X and Y regions have yield stresses comparable to
the as-received samples, while the fracture strain increased about 60 to 70% compared the industrial
processed condition. These results are shown graphically in the Lloyd plot of Figure 4-10.
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X
lab control

Y

X
as-received

Y

Figure 4-10: The fracture strain versus yield strength for the lab-processed and as-received T6
AA6063 tensile specimen. “X” and “Y” refer to the panel type.
The lab-processed samples do not follow the “conventional” trend from Lloyd, thus
supporting this work’s objective to remove a pre-emptive failure mechanism. Notably large
differences in the morphology of the fracture surfaces are realized when observed by the SEM as
shown in Figures 4-11a and 4-11b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-11: SEI images of the tensile fracture surfaces. The large cavities are circled in white. (a)
The T6 X-panel as-received specimen. (b) The T6 X-panel lab-processed specimen. Note the more
frequent occurrence of large cavities in (a), but not (b). Scale bar is 500μm.
Figure 4-11b is a remarkable observation of the reduction of large holes within the fracture
surface on the order of 100μm, which is similar to the grain size of the material, and provides
further supporting evidence of grain boundary decohesion. Accepting this result as the removal of
pre-emptive failure, the samples were prestrained prior to being aged.

4.2.3 Role of prestraining on ductile failure
The role of prestraining on the tensile specimens is observed for the X-panel samples
prestrained 0, 2 and 5% prior to being aged for 5h at 185°C. After pulling the tensile specimens at
a strain rate of 0.0025 s-1 the stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: The stress versus strain curves for the 0, 2 and 5% prestrained AA6063 samples with
the as-received sample for comparison. Note the onset of the yield point with the introduction of
prestrain.

The yield stress was found to decrease with the increase in prestrain correlating with a loss
in total elongation. Table 4-3 lists the standard tensile test parameters along with the calculated
CRA parameters.

Sample
0% PS
2% PS
5% PS

0.4
0.4
0.4

Sample
0% PS
2% PS
5% PS

-used  (MPa)

C1 (1)
(m)
1.226
2.146
2.084

32012
32012
32012

 ofinal
(MPa)
195.6
192.1
183.5

C1 (2)
(nm) 3 (MPa)
443.2
257.5
132.6

12.301
11.044
11.297

 0.2%
(MPa)
211.08
204.6
197.44

3
0.110
0.109
0.107

P/A

1/

0.0722
0.0635
0.0822

173.19
196.71
152.05

 3 (m)
1.305
1.420
1.900

3

(m)
0.298
0.332
0.325

1
0.00
-0.26
-0.13

l (m)
0.065
0.080
0.107

2
0.49
0.83
1.23

f
1.37
1.54
1.65

Table 4-3: Control and prestrained AA6063 tensile sample parameters determined from CRA.

Subsequent to the tensile testing, the fracture surfaces were sectioned from the tensile
specimens and observed using SEM as shown in Figures 4-13a, b and c. The obvious trends seen
with increasing degree of prestraining is the reduced presence of large holes within the material.
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There appears to be a complete elimination of large voids or holes within the material once the
material is deformed 5% prior to the artificial ageing process. The 5% prestraining does reduce the
yield stress by 6.5% compared to the non-prestrained sample, but increases the fracture strain by
20%. There are changes to other aspects of the mechanical behaviour, such as work hardening,
which will be dealt with in the Discussion section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-13: SEI images of the (a) 0%, (b) 2% and (c) 5% prestrained AA6063 samples. Note the
change in scale in (b) and (c) to 200μm from 500μm in (a). The slip traces on the outer surface are
clearly observed.
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4.2.4 Artificial ageing of lab-processed samples
The stress-strain curves for the artificially aged control samples are shown in Figure 4-14.
From inspection of the stress-strain curves, it is clear that artificial ageing affects the yield strength
and the elongation to fracture. The CRA was used to quantify these changes. The CRA parameters
determined from the stress-strain data for each age-condition including the fracture strains are given
in Table 4-4.

Figure 4-14: The stress-strain curves for the lab-processed samples, solutionized for 15min at
540°C, naturally aged 1h and artificially aged at 180°C for various lengths of time. Note the
elimination of a very small yield point (arrows) by the peak age condition of the material at 9h.
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-used

Sample
3h control
5h control
9h control
15h control
48h control

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

 (MPa)
32012
32012
32012
32012
32012

 ofinal
(MPa)

 0.2%
(MPa)

163.5
195.9
212.9
204.6
216.4

190.5
208.5
219.3
226.8
229.6

C1 (2)
C1 (1) (m) (nm) 3 (MPa)

Sample
3h control
5h control
9h control
15h control
48h control

0.29
1.50
2.60
0.44
1.19

1.4
104.8
580.8
40.3
86.9

3

21.4
14.2
10.8
16.9
13.3

0.148
0.137
0.128
0.155
0.152

P/A

1/

0.120
0.074
0.052
0.091
0.069

 3 (m)
1.40
1.35
1.32
1.59
1.74

104.5
168.5
239.8
137.2
182.6

3

(m)
0.171
0.258
0.340
0.216
0.277

1
0.43
-0.11
-0.36
0.41
0.07

l (m)
0.074
0.066
0.062
0.059
0.059

2
2.37
1.07
0.54
1.37
1.26

f
1.71
1.55
1.35
1.21
1.08

Table 4-4: The CRA parameters determined for the AA6063 samples aged at 180°C for various
lengths of time.

A few significant trends are observed in the fitting parameter values. The work hardening
rate in the stage 2 regime is at a maximum for the peak aged condition (9h), and coincides with the
trends observed with the P/A ratio, suggesting that the most significant amount of dislocation
annihilation (lowest P/A) occurs when the volume fraction of precipitates has maximized, but
remain shearable to permit dislocation annihilation. These trends are also consistent when
observing the changes in τ3, γ3 and λ 3 in the 9h sample compared to the under-aged and overaged
cases, in which they are all a minimum at this peak-age condition. However, Figure 4-15 shows
that fracture strain relates to the yield stress rather than the aforementioned parameters, which
affirms the relation found by Lloyd for AA6111.
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Figure 4-15: The relation between fracture strain and yield stress for the artificial ageing of the
lab-processed AA6063 tensile samples.

Thus separate mechanisms appear to exist that control work hardening and ductile failure.
The speculation is that the nano-void nucleation and growth process is the major mechanism
resulting in ductile failure of the lab-processed samples wherein the work hardening generates the
vacancies. The final ageing between 15h and 48h results in very little change in yield strength with
a larger decrease in fracture strain, consistent with the leveling of the yield stress indicated in Figure
4-15.
4.2.5 Prestraining and ageing of lab processed samples
The goal of the prestraining in the as-quenched condition prior to ageing was to assess the
role of prestraining on ageing kinetics, particle growth and yield-fracture relations compared to that
without prestraining. The tensile samples were solutionized for 15min at 540°C, water-quenched,
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and subsequently pulled 2% in tension. The samples were then naturally aged for 1h before being
aged for varying lengths of time at 180°C. The stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 4-16.

Figure 4-16: The stress-strain curves for the AA6063 samples prestrained 2% prior to artificial
ageing at 180°C.

A yield point phenomenon was observed in each of these samples, consistent with the
previous set of tests with 0, 2 and 5% prestrain, where the onset of a yield point was first observed
with introduction of 2% prestrain. There is a subtle yet noticeable decrease in the yield phenomenon
in the 48h aged sample. This is possibly due to the change in precipitate nature, or due to coarsening
of the precipitates. Changes in fracture surface topology was observed with increasing ageing
between near-peak (7h) and overaged (18h) conditions as illustrated in Figures 4-17a and 4-17b,
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-17: SEM-SEI images of the AA6063 fracture surfaces after (a) 2% prestrain aged for 7h,
and (b) the 2% prestrain aged for 18h. Scale bar is 200μm.

There is a change in the surface topology from a relatively homogeneous structure to one
that contains several large voids. The reduction in yield stress in the 18h aged condition is consistent
with the premise of particle coarsening due to overageing. A summary of the mechanical properties
and calculated obstacle spacing at yield (from Eq. 2.11) of the material after the different TMP are
listed in Table 4-5.

Sample
3h + 2%PS
5h + 2%PS
7h + 2%PS
9h + 2%PS
15h + 2%PS
18h + 2%PS
48h + 2%PS

 0.2%
204.3
214.5
218.2
219.5
225.7
211.4
213.0

 PreStrain
71.4
70.2
70.0
70.4
72.1
73.1
68.8

l (nm)
82.8
76.3
74.2
73.8
71.7
79.5
76.3

f
1.79
1.65
1.72
1.68
1.65
1.55
1.39

Table 4-5: The prestrain and yield strength, fracture strain and particle pinning distances for the
2% prestrained samples.

Table 4-5 reveals that there is a clear increase in the yield strength of the samples with
ageing time; however the peak-aged condition occurred after a longer ageing time compared to that
of the control cases. This suggests there is a difference in the ageing kinetics introduced due to the
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prestraining. Plotting the fracture strain versus yield stress for the prestrained samples allows
determination whether nano-void nucleation and growth remained the dominant deformation mode,
shown in Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-18: The relation between fracture strain and yield stress for the 2% prestrained AA6063
samples. Ageing times are indicated in hours (h).

The prestrained samples do not follow the linear relation either, but a trend of decrease in
fracture strain with increasing yield strength is observed up to 15h ageing time. These samples had
been prestrained and thus a component of their yield strength was due to the prestraining process
and the remainder due to precipitation hardening. A detailed analysis to provide an alternative
approach for fracture strain-yield strength relationship as well as attempt to elucidate the
differences in kinetics between the prestrained and control artificially aged samples will follow in
the Discussion section.
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4.2.6 Artificial ageing of T4 specimen
Under the same testing conditions as the other AA6063 series tests, the as-received
naturally aged T4 specimens were subsequently artificially aged 230°C and water quenched. These
specimens exhibited an initial decrease in yield strength followed by an increase with further ageing
as shown in the stress-strain curves in Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-19: The stress-strain curves for the T4 as-received specimen with ageing at 230oC. Note
the initial decrease in yield stress and subsequent increase with ageing time.

The serrated flow in the stress-strain curves was reduced and disappeared with increased
ageing time. Unstable flow is attributed to the PLC effect due to the increase in Mg solute content
with initial dissolution of layered clusters prior to their reformation as nano-particles [48]. The
fracture surfaces showed evidence of a reduction in grain-decohesion processes occurring with
increasing ageing time, as shown in Figures 4-20 (a-f) which were all imaged using SEM-SEI
conditions at the same magnification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

.

Figure 4-20: SEM-SEI images of the fracture surfaces of the AA6063 tensile samples aged at
230°C for (a) T4 as-received. (b) 2 min. (c) 5 min. (d) 15 min. (e) 45 min. (f) 90 min. The scale
bar is 200μm.
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The changing morphology of the fracture surfaces after ageing indicates a change in the
fracture mechanism. This occurs concurrently with precipitation hardening of the material, where
nano-void nucleation and growth dominates as seen by the changes in fracture surface. Closer
examination of the fracture surface from 230°C for 15min reveals a very equiaxed grain that
displayed larger ductility than the other regions shown in Figure 4-21.

Figure 4-21: SEM-SEI fracture surface of a T4 sample aged at 230°C for 15 minutes. There are
two very uniform regions approximately 100μm in width (within the circle), which are equal to the
material grain size. The thickness dimension at these occurrences are narrower than at other typical
areas indicating larger deformation. Scale bar is 200μm.

One explanation for this observation is that since the centre section of the sheet has a large
cube texture component, an occasional cube grain is deforming to a strain equal to a width/thickness
of unity. The occurrence of these types of grains were found in six separate SEM images, suggesting
that a stronger cube texture may increase fracture strains. The CRA fit-parameters for the aged
samples were calculated and are listed in Table 4-6.
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-used  (MPa)

Sample
T4 As-Rec
O
T4 + 2min@230 C
T4 + 5min@230OC
T4 + 15min@230OC
O

T4 + 15min@230 C
O
T4 + 45min@230 C
T4 + 90min@230OC

T4 As-Rec
T4 + 2min@230OC
O

T4 + 5min@230 C
O
T4 + 15min@230 C
T4 + 15min@230OC
T4 + 45min@230OC
T4 + 90min@230OC

 0.2%
(MPa)

P/A

1/

1

2

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

32012
32012
32012
32012

70.8
58.4
71.3
123.9

86.5
70.6
82.9
132.4

0.0758
0.0648
0.0658
0.0551

164.8
193.0
189.9
226.9

-0.137
-0.270
-0.286
-0.349

1.064
1.185
0.975
0.978

0.4
0.4
0.4

32012
32012
32012

119.5
145.9
137.6

129.5
152.8
144.5

0.0591
0.0511
0.0502

211.4
244.8
248.9

-0.243
-0.388
-0.462

1.376
1.194
1.153

C1 (1)
(m)

Sample

 ofinal
(MPa)

C1 (2)
(nm)

3 (MPa)

3

 3 (m)

3

(m)

l (m)

f

0.60
0.91

16.6
15.2

29.82
25.41

0.201
0.187

0.488
0.527

0.123
0.144

0.246
0.381

1.61
1.98

0.98
1.31
1.01
1.61

34.1
54.2
16.79
49.09

22.18
17.24
18.77
14.01

0.150
0.135
0.143
0.118

0.535
0.652
0.680
0.803

0.165
0.213
0.195
0.262

0.267
0.121
0.125
0.099

1.93
1.75
1.76
1.74

1.69

49.55

13.90

0.107

0.708

0.264

0.107

1.76

Table 4-6: CRA parameters determined for the T4 samples aged at 230°C.
The small trend seems to be that β1 becomes more negative with ageing time indicating an
increase in work hardening in the first stage, which might be associated with a change in the
precipitate size and distribution. The ageing of the T4 samples was marked by an initial decrease
in yield stress corresponding to an increase in fracture strain. To capture the relative magnitudes of
changes in these properties, both values were plotted versus the artificial ageing time as shown in
Figure 4-22.
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Figure 4-22: The change in the fracture strain (▲) and yield stress (□) with increasing ageing time
at 230°C. The strength and fracture strain indicators appear to be inversely related.

The extent of the increase in fracture strain with ageing appears to be significantly larger
than the decrease in yield stress, which indicates that additional fracture strain is being realized
aside from that due to the nano-void nucleation points moving apart. To pinpoint the peak age
strength of the samples, Vickers hardness measurements were performed to establish an ageing
curve for the AA6063 as-received T4 material at the new temperature of 230°C, shown in Figure
4-23.
The same trends were captured with the hardness, an initial decrease in hardness with
subsequent increases until a plateau and decrease around the ageing time of 45 minutes. An
integrated consideration of the evolution of the failure mechanisms will be the focus topic in
Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-23: The Vickers hardness curves for the T4 as-received specimen aged for various times
at 230°C and subsequently tested for hardness.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The issues with respect to structure-strength-ductility are quite different for non-agehardenable compared to the age-hardenable alloys. The Al-Mg alloys of the AA5xxx series are
non-age-hardenable, while the Al-Mg-Si alloys of the AA6xxx series are age-hardenable. Hence,
the following discussion is separated into two sections.

5.1 AA5754
In sheet forming of most aluminum alloys, failure often occurs parallel to the RD due to
aligned stringer particles, as these hard particles become centers for strain localization [49].
Determining the mechanisms of this failure and a method to eliminate the phenomenon of stringer
failure will permit the increased formability of this alloy series. Here, two mechanisms are
proposed. Consider a simple geometrical model for stringers in a sheet of Figure 5-1 where the RD
and TD are indicated.

Figure 5-1: A simplified distribution of stringers (aligned particles) within the sheet parallel to the
RD.
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If interfacial decohesion between the particles and matrix nucleate the voids, it is apparent
that specimens oriented in the TD will fail at a lower total strain than RD specimens. Alternatively,
if decohesion does not occur, the configuration of the dispersoids will tend to permit greater plastic
extension in the regions where the matrix is less interrupted by particles. In this instance, the TD
oriented specimens will tend to show lower fracture strain. The differences between the occurrence
of these two mechanisms is speculated to be due to the amount of Fe atom mobility during the
quench, adjusted by the quenching rate, where an increased quench rate enhances the fracture strain,
that is less Fe atom segregation to interfaces with a faster quench rate. Quench-sensitivity is not
usually associated with non-age-hardenable alloys, but the current observations suggest its
presence.
Let us consider the industrial processing of AA5754 in greater detail. Fe is present in this
alloy, and stable micrometer-sized Al3Fe particles are formed during the casting process and
solutionizing around 600°C. On the other hand, the meta-stable, nano-sized Al6Fe can start to form
at 325°C with the supersaturation of Fe. Upon hot rolling with exit temperatures near 325°C, and
subsequent cold rolling followed by recrystallization near 350°C for 1 h, Fe can segregate to grain
boundaries as the grains grow. The cause of this reaction is due to the inverse nature of solute
solubility in the bulk and interface. Upon cooling below 300°C, the solubility of Fe solutes reduces
such that Al6Fe can precipitate in both the matrix and the grain boundaries, but precipitation is
believed faster in the latter due to lower activation energy for solute migration. Based on this
hypothesis, the anneal temperatures of 255°C (specimen C13, CR17 and CR19) and 365°C
(specimen CR15) were used. The AA5xxx series are ideal alloys for observing the quenchsensitivity phenomenon. The primary alloying element in AA5xxx is Mg, which has a very high
solubility in Al, which lessens the formation of Al-Mg precipitates, and hence only the Fe is
manipulated by the annealing processes.
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It is further speculated that in Fe containing aluminum alloys, which are most of the
industrially produced aluminum alloys, the mobility of the Fe during the quench is critical to
preserve Fe in a supersaturated state at the quench temperature. Many of these alloys are heated to
temperatures above 500°C and if slowly cooled, the Fe has time to diffuse. The diffusion of Fe
results in a Fe-depleted region around the grain boundaries due to the higher solubility within the
grain boundaries. Each Fe atom in solution may attract vacancies to its second nearest neighbor
position to lower its free energy [17], effectively increasing the free volume near the grain boundary
and weakening the interface. If the Fe remains in solid solution at the grain boundaries and is bound
to vacancies, it may serve as the source of the pre-emptive failure. The greater mobility and
solubility of Fe within grain boundaries allows the Al6Fe to be precipitated or dissolved at lower
processing temperatures than the grain interior. In the TMP used for the experiments, the first
annealing at 255°C for 20 minutes (CR13) should precipitate out any Fe remaining in solid solution
and standardize the as-received samples. The Al6Fe would then be dissolved by annealing at 365°C
for 3 minutes (CR15), and subsequently re-precipitate out in the grain boundaries at 255°C for 5
(CR17) and 20 minutes (CR19). This microstructural framework is used to discuss the experimental
results.
Heat treatment for CR17 and CR19 restored the fracture strain with time at 255°C after the
previous 365°C anneals (Table 5-1). This restoration is believed to be due to the elimination of
interface decohesion caused by the precipitation of the Fe at the grain boundaries that allows the
previously bound vacancies to go to the grain boundary sinks. In this case, decohesion at stringer
interfaces would tend to initiate localized plane strain grooves parallel to RD, which was typically
observed. If decohesion did not occur, then the plane strain localization would occur depending on
texture evolution with straining.
The microstructure of AA5754 consists of grain boundaries, micrometer-sized dispersoid
stringers, and finer meta-stable precipitates attributed to Al6Fe (may include other elements such
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as Mn) for which the critical precipitation/re-solution temperature is near 325°C. Theoretically, the
0.2% yield stress and σ0final from the CRA model should be the same for pure aluminum, but this
was not the case for AA5754. The stress difference is attributed to the presence of nano-particles
which are assumed to act as nano-void nuclei, and grow by accumulating vacancies as they are
generated by plastic flow [5]. The pertinent parameters are listed in Table 5-1.

Sample
CR13
CR15
CR17
CR19
CR13
CR15
CR17
CR19

RD

TD

lv (m) dv (m)
0.537
0.508
0.538
0.481
0.476
0.402
0.525
0.456

0.177
0.167
0.180
0.160
0.157
0.132
0.175
0.149

lv/dv
3.033
3.039
2.998
3.015
3.037
3.039
3.002
3.050

3
0.283
0.293
0.288
0.300
0.318
0.331
0.304
0.358

Cv_slope
0.187
0.217
0.201
0.196
0.169
0.185
0.169
0.170

Cv(lim)
0.052
0.057
0.055
0.055
0.050
0.054
0.050
0.052

lim
0.56
0.51
0.54
0.55
0.61
0.58
0.61
0.62

Table 5-1: The final nano-void spacing, size and ratios for the RD and TD AA5754 samples.
The shear strain required to nucleate nano-voids is assumed to be at γ3 from the CRA, and
the limit strain, εlim at which void coalescence occurs is modeled as ℓv/dv = 3.0 [6] in Figure 2-5.
The difference between the limit strain and the fracture strain is attributed to ductile flow. The study
of fracture is complex due to the existence of these multiple effects but careful examination of the
fracture surface with different TMP may resolve which specimens manifest decohesion
characteristics.
The fracture surface of the TD tensile specimen of Figure 5-2a; contains many large
cavities aligned along the RD consistent with a stringer decohesion mode of failure. In the RD
tensile fracture surface, Figure 5-2b, (TD axis vertical, ND axis horizontal), failure appears to occur
due to both stringer decohesion and nano-void failure, inferred from the heterogeneous hole
distribution. The larger holes are caused by decohesion and subsequent plastic deformation while
the smaller holes are due to the nano-void process initiated by precipitation of Al6Fe at the stringer
interface.
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f
1.78
1.64
1.79
1.79
1.56
1.64
1.67
1.64

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-2: SEM-SEI of fracture surfaces. (a) The TD CR13 sample showing directional stringer
failure. (b) The RD CR13 sample showing a fracture surface attributable to stringer decohesion
coupled with nano-void growth and coalescence. Scale bar is 100μm.

The fracture surfaces clearly show a difference in active fracture mechanism, consistent
with the above model on stringer failure in aluminum alloy sheet. The appearance of stringers
would indicate that the particle-matrix interface is weaker than the grain boundaries. The grain
boundaries were weakened by the greater number of deformation vacancies moving unfettered to
the grain boundary sinks, as in the case of the TD sample. Supporting evidence is in the relative γ 3
value being larger for the TD deformation than the RD after the CR13 TMP. Therefore, the
concentration of vacancies at the limit strain is expected to have been lower in the TD test, since
fewer vacancies remain in the grain interiors. A lower density of stable vacancies contributes less
to nano-void growth and increases the limit strain to meet the coalescence criterion. The voids grow
from γ3 up until the limit strain, where localized thinning occurs and then nano-voids coalesce via
plastic deformation until the fracture strain of the material is reached at εf. The limit strain in the
RD case was less than that of TD, consistent with the elongation differences in these two directions
due to a reduced production of vacancies in the TD samples requiring additional strain to meet the
void size-spacing ratio criteria of three in the remaining material, outlined in Chapter 2.
Metallurgically, annealing at 365°C for 3 min dissolves the Al6Fe precipitates allowing Fe
atoms to return to the grain boundaries, and it would be expected that both test directions would
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fail by stringer decohesion. It was found that the TD fracture strain increased with annealing, while
the RD decreased, both now failing at εf = 1.64. This result is good evidence that both orientations
failed by the same mechanism, which is inferred from the very similar fracture surface
morphologies shown in Figures 5-3a and 5-3b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-3: SEM-SEI of fracture surfaces. (a) TD CR15 sample showing stringer decohesion with
no directional preference. (b) RD CR15 sample showing stringer decohesion with no directional
preference. Scale bar is 100μm.

A similarity in fracture surfaces for two different orientations both showing stringer
decohesion indicates that the other mechanism of nano-void nucleation and growth is pre-empted,
because vacancies are trapped at the grain boundaries and stringer interfaces by the Fe solute atoms.
Two consequences of this were expected and observed.
Firstly, γ3 increases. An increase in strain to reach stage 3 is due to less deformationinduced vacancies being available within the grains during the first stage, and enhanced plasticity
at higher strains due to the ability to increase the vacancy concentration at the limit strain. The
stringer decohesion takes place earlier in the stress-strain response than γ3, increasing the
probability the internal free surfaces will deform during the test, which will result in slip-lines and
deeper cavities. After annealing at 255°C for 5 and 20 min., the fracture strains increased in the
RD, but remained relatively constant in the TD, which is attributed to reprecipitation of Al6Fe. The
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restoration of the fracture strain in RD with annealing again supports the hypothesis of stringer
failure being the dominant failure mechanism in the TD tensile tests and not RD, because stringers
align in RD. The differences in TD and RD fracture surfaces are illustrated in Figures 5-4a and 54b, respectively. Figure 5-4a, shows aligned fracture features typical of stringers, while Figure 54b shows significant smaller voids associated with initial nano-void formation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-4: SEM-SEI of fracture surfaces. (a) TD CR17 sample showing stringer alignment along
white dotted line, showing limited nano-void formation. (b) RD CR17 samples showing both
stringer and nano-void failure aligned along the TD indicated by the white dotted line. Scale bar is
100μm.

After 20 minutes at 255°C, it was observed from the CRA that γ 3 increased. If the Al6Fe
reprecipitation reaction at the grain boundaries is completed, the deformation induced vacancies,
which are free from the bound Fe (which is no longer in solute form), can migrate through the grain
boundaries to the free surface, decreasing the free-volume retained near the interface. Stringer
decohesion failure along the RD within the TD sample is shown as the primary failure mechanism,
while nano-void coalescence still takes place in regions with very few stringers. Finally, once the
Al6Fe precipitation is completed at the grain boundaries, the fracture surfaces change to those
typical of Figures 5-5a and 5-5b.
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Figure 5-5: SEM-SEI of fracture surfaces. (a) TD CR19 sample showing stringer decohesion and
nano-void failure present with no directionality. (b) RD CR19 sample showing nano-void failure
with the presence of minor stringer failure along the ND indicated by the white dotted line. Scale
bar is 100μm.

The final annealing treatment did very little to change the CRA parameters (see Table 4-1)
for either sample direction, but it did noticeably change the fracture morphology. The fracture
mechanism in the previous treatment appeared to be nano-void coalescence in the TD and RD
samples. The limit strains in both orientations increased from the partial precipitation state, and the
fracture strains were observed to remain relatively constant in each case. Observation that the
fracture strain in TD was less than for RD supports the phenomenological model presented at the
beginning of this chapter, as stringers are more closely aligned in the RD rather than TD, resulting
in TD tensile specimens having lower fracture strains than the RD cases. After the final anneal, the
fracture surfaces in Figure 5-5 showed little directionality indicating that stringer decohesion is no
longer the primary failure mechanism, but is dominated by nano-void nucleation and growth.

5.2 AA6063
The 6xxx series of alloys are age-hardenable meaning that they contains solute atoms
within their compositional limits that must be initially maintained in solid solution by quenching,
before controllably forming meta-stable transitional precipitates by further annealing. To maximize
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strengthening by age-hardening, the solute composition in the matrix at the solutionizing
temperature must be maintained at the lower quench temperature in what is called a state of supersaturation. Ageing at different elevated temperatures precipitates out different meta-stable phases
that minimize the free energy. Considerable experimental work has given rise to a catalog of
aluminum alloys characterized by different time-temperature hardening curves from which an
optimum one is selected for the given application [50].
As for AA5xxx alloys, the quenching rate of AA6xxx alloys also affects the transition
elements such as Fe and chromium, Cr, and not just elements driving the age-hardening. The result
is that a similar effect of quenching rate on fracture strain was also observed in the 6xxx series of
alloys. The mechanism responsible for quench-sensitivity is similar to that described for AA5754.
However, it is assumed that the pre-emptive failure in AA6063 is occurring by grain boundary
decohesion rather than stringer decohesion, because there are no stringers developed from the
extrusion of this alloy. Based upon this assumption, various experiments can be designed to
ascertain if this mechanism can be reduced or even nullified by removing the vacancy trapping
solute atoms at the grain boundaries so that vacancies can be eliminated there, and not form
decohesion nuclei.
Unlike the 5xxx-series, AA6063 contains both fast-diffusing ageing elements (Mg, Si) and
slow-moving transitional elements (Fe). Hence, the hardening species precipitate below 200°C,
whereas the Fe atoms are not mobile for bulk diffusion until above 300°C. Thus the proposed model
is that Fe solute atoms segregate to grain boundaries or other sinks (dislocation lines, quenched
vacancies) during the time between the solutionizing temperature and 300°C. Assuming Fe
segregation occurs, vacancy concentrations developed by subsequent cold work would accumulate
to larger levels than in the meta-stable as-quenched state. Hence at room temperature, vacancies
are still very mobile and can migrate to precipitate forming solute atom clusters and interface sinks.
However, if these interfaces are “sealed” by solute atoms which bind to the vacancies at the grain
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boundaries, the free volume near the interfaces will develop and act as the nuclei for decohesion in
a similar manner to the stringers in AA5754. This hypothesis was tested by modifying the industrial
heat treatment procedure with quenching rather than slow cooling to prevent solute segregation.
Once quench-sensitivity is removed, the failure mechanism becomes that of nano-void
growth associated with the formation of the hardening species precipitating at 180°C. This
temperature is in the range of the paint-curing temperature used in automobile assembly. The nanovoids grow if vacancies diffuse to them as internal surface sink. If alternative sinks are available, it
is possible to delay the coalescence process and improve fracture strain. This idea was tested by
prestraining specimens 2% and 5% prior to ageing at 185°C to see its effect on facture strain. The
effect of TMP on the nano-void process was assessed by ageing at 180°C, which matches the
experiment performed by Lloyd on AA6111 [44]. The kinetics and diffusional pathways
responsible for the change in microstructure were correlated to the rate of change of yield strength,
obstacle spacing, and fracture strain. Samples were prestrained 2% prior to ageing in parallel to
ageing non-prestrained samples to determine the role of cold working on the ageing kinetics and
its effect on the role of grain boundaries as vacancy sinks.
Finally, attempts were made to precipitate out the remaining Fe solute at the interfaces of
the as-received T4 material (identical to the as-received T6 condition, but only naturally aged) by
artificial ageing at temperatures at which both precipitation reactions can take place. This new TMP
attempted to utilize both the enhanced diffusivity of Fe within the grain boundaries of the alloy,
and metastable phase precipitation to change the initial nano-void spacing, and increase the
strength. The precipitates formed after ageing at 230°C are larger in size than those formed at lower
temperatures having a lower number density and starting to lose coherency. This TMP attempts to
combine the solutions to interface decohesion found in the AA5754 tests, precipitation of Al6Fe
into the grain boundaries, while changing the nano-void nuclei source through ageing. The
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following analysis of work hardening generating the vacancies and fracture will endeavour to assess
if the bulk data confirms to these simplified assumptions.

5.2.1 Quench-sensitivity
In a similar manner to AA5754, Fe is believed to play a critical role in the pre-emptive
failure mechanisms taking place in AA6063. Since the large extrusion from which the test
specimens were taken is believed to be slowly cooled, the Fe atoms are expected to migrate
relatively large distances between the solutionizing temperature of 540°C and 300°C at which Fe
bulk diffusivity is rather high, having an activation energy of 2.46eV/atom. During the cooling
between 540°C and 300°C, Fe atoms can migrate to grain boundaries wherein their solubility
increases opposite to the matrix solubility. As the Fe mobility is significantly retarded during the
remainder of the cooling, an equilibrium state cannot be attained, although Al 6Fe can start to form
at 325°C. As stated before, the Fe solute atoms in the grain boundaries can attract mobile vacancies
such that the grain boundaries’ effective free volumes are increased becoming prone to decohesion
under stress.
In the lab simulation of the industrial process (SHT, NA and AA), the control and rate of
cooling at the end of the SHT is the key process parameter for keeping the Fe atoms in solid solution
within the matrix, giving them insufficient energy or time to diffuse into the grain boundaries. Some
Al6Fe precipitates are able to form during the quenching process, and any Fe left in solid solution
in the matrix can help stabilize vacancy clusters, which act as alternative sinks for deformation
vacancies, and thus reducing the total number of free vacancies contributing to nano-void
nucleation and growth. This method of producing a microstructure which reduces pre-emptive
failure occurs in the initial stage of TMP in the SHT, and is thus related to the quench-sensitivity
of the alloying components.
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5.2.2 Role of prestraining on ductile failure
In the case of solution heat treating the prestrained samples, the larger micrometer-sized
Al3Fe particles represent equilibrium phases which are unshearable, but do affect the work
hardening process. In the initial prestraining process the work hardening behaviour of the sample
is nearly linear with  1 = -0.8, attributed to the formation of the prismatic loop stacks [25]. There
is no contribution from the friction stress around these particles, because the ageing process has not
yet started. During artificial ageing, the precipitation of the Mgx-Siy phase creates a microstructure
which increases the friction stress resistance for dislocation motion to a level where rotational flow
around the Al3Fe micro-particles is permitted, and causes a transition to parabolic hardening [25]
with further deformation. It is speculated that the rotational flow of dislocations around the large
Al3Fe (at sufficiently high stresses) is also able to act as alternative vacancy sinks to support
dynamic recovery and formation of geometrically necessary tilt walls. This mechanism will have a
two-fold effect. Firstly, if the transition between stages two to three of work hardening is related
to osmotic pressures due to excess vacancy concentrations within the bulk, then γ 3 should be
directly related to vacancy production and concentration. The second effect will be due to vacancies
contributing to the nano-void formation, growth, and failure where fewer voids will grow to the
necessary void spacing-size ratio required to initiate coalescence. Table 5-2 outlines the CRA-fit
parameters showing the changes in vacancy concentrations at γ 3 and γlim, the work hardening rates
in stage two and stage three, and the P/A ratios after different levels of prestrain.
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Sample

P/A

1

2

0% PS
2% PS
5% PS
Sample

0.0722
0.0635
0.0822
3
0.110
0.109
0.107

0.00
-0.26
-0.13

0.49
0.83
1.23
f
1.37
1.54
1.65

0% PS
2% PS
5% PS

lim
0.69
0.69
0.60

CV-slope (1) CV-slope (2)
0.110
0.097
0.114
lv/dv
2.99
2.99
2.98

0.123
0.123
0.150
Cv(lim)
CV(3)
7.64E-05
0.034
5.76E-05
0.034
7.79E-05
0.038

Table 5-2: Several parameters to elucidate the effects of prestraining on ductile failure and nanovoid formation.

It should be kept in mind that prestraining was performed on the as-quenched state prior to
natural ageing. Therefore, stack clusters of loops are more likely to occur than lattice rotated
structures, which requires hardening to prevent this mode of deformation. However, prestrain can
cause grain boundary ledge formation [51], which may act as vacancy sinks. Thus the notable
increase in fracture strain may be directly attributed to this effect. The direct elimination of loop
stacks are impossible since these are geometrically necessary. The ductile failure map of Figure 56 summarizes the tabulated results.
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Figure 5-6: The ductile failure maps for the AA6063 samples SHT for 15min at 540°C, naturally
aged 1h, prestrained and subsequently artificially aged for 5h at 185°C.
Referring to Table 5-2 above, εf, Cv (γlim), and Cv-slope (β2) correlate in some manner,
whereas lv/dv needs to be calculated at the point at which voids start to grow by plastic flow. From
a previous study [6] a value of three was used as shown in Figure 5-6. If this value is imposed, then
CV-slope (β2) needs to be reduced as indicated by the predicted C V-slope (β2) column. Since the
predicted values are all less than the theoretical calculations, alternative sinks need to be proposed
in order to accommodate the vacancies resulting in an increased fracture strain. To accommodate
the lv/dv of three, the limit strain values were used and found to decrease once samples were
prestrained five percent. This result gives credibility to the hypothesis that prestrain contributes to
alternative vacancy sinks to nano-voids. It must be kept in mind that Mg solute atoms also have the
capacity to capture some vacancies. The dislocations created during the prestrain will tend to act
as a pinning line between obstacles. To summarize, the increase in fracture strain is attributed to
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the role of prestrain in generating more sinks through tilt walls formed around hard particles, and
introducing new ledges at grain boundaries.
5.2.3 Artificial ageing of lab-processed samples
If the fracture strain is the result of nano-void nucleation and growth initiating at the
coherent precipitates formed during annealing, it would then be expected that the yield strength
(governed by particle size and spacing) would also evolve in a similar manner during ageing. The
kinetics relating strength and particle size correlation can be elucidated by normalizing both interobstacle length at yield (from Eq. 2.12) and fracture strain by the 3h ageing values as shown in
Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7: The normalized fracture strain and inter-obstacle spacing at yield versus log ageing
time for the AA6063 specimen. The particle spacing has been offset for clarity.
The temporal exponents calculated for the evolution of both the microstructure and
performance parameters were found to be near 0.3 (Figure 5-7). The question arises as to what
mechanism may explain this correlation. The kinetics of precipitate growth is attributed to inter75

diffusion between smaller dissolving and larger growing precipitates which obey a t 1/3 relation [52].
This observation suggests that nano-void nucleation occurs at the precipitates which formed during
the ageing process prior to attaining peak strength via Mg and Si diffusion with similar kinetics to
that of particle coarsening [52]. Further evidence for nano-void nucleation at the particles as the
responsible mechanism for failure is shown in Table 5-3.

Sample
3h control
5h control
9h control
15h control
48h control

lv (m)
0.058
0.048
0.042
0.044
0.042

dv (m)
0.020
0.016
0.014
0.015
0.014

lv/dv
2.973
3.006
3.015
3.012
3.002

CV-slope (2)
0.210
0.139
0.106
0.161
0.137

Cv(lim)
0.048
0.037
0.031
0.041
0.037

lim
0.48
0.64
0.77
0.58
0.65

f
1.71
1.55
1.35
1.21
1.08

Table 5-3: The changes in nano-void spacing and size, vacancy concentration and strain at failure,
and how they relate to the thermomechanical processing of the material.

From Table 5-3, the nano-void nuclei spacing at failure decreases until peak age at 9h due
to a reducing Cv-slope(β2). A decrease in initial inter-obstacle spacing results in a lower rate of nanovoid growth requiring additional straining to obtain sufficient void growth to meet the coalescence
criterion. The Cv-slope (β2) reaches a minimum at the peak age time of 9h where the volume fraction
of precipitates has reached a maximum as confirmed by the hardness plot in Figure 5-8.
Once the volume fraction of precipitates is saturated and overageing takes place, the CVslope

(β2) increases as particle coarsening occurs indicating that point defect generation is increasing

and hence the limit and fracture strains decrease. This trend is contrary to that observed during
initial ageing wherein the fracture strain decreased although Cv-slope (β2) was decreasing with the
inter-obstacle spacing. The cause of this effect is unclear, but may be due to the change in
deformation mechanism of overcoming the precipitates as the character of the obstacles change
during the ageing to peak strength. Once chemical equilibrium occurs, particle hardening remains
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more or less constant while work hardening by mono-pole dislocations increases. Further studies
on such effects by CRA using various age conditions could test this idea.

Figure 5-8: The Vickers hardness curve for the lab processed AA6063 sample aged at 180°C up
to the 15h time. The hardness plateaus at the 9h peak ageing point.
5.2.4 Prestraining and ageing of lab-processed samples
Previously it was shown that a linear relation between ε f and σ0.2% exists for specimens that
do not suffer from quench-sensitivity (confirmed from lab-processed samples in Figure 4-15).
There appeared to be a deviation from this linear relation once the samples were prestrained prior
to ageing. The cause of this effect must be due to the introduction of dislocations which artificially
increased σ0.2%. A trial model is to remove the increase in stress due to the prestrain linearly as

𝜎0.2%𝑅 = 𝜎0.2% − (𝜎𝑃𝑆 − 𝜎0.2%𝑊𝑄 )

(5.1)

where σ0.2%R is the reduced aged yield stress due only to the precipitation of β”. This effect is
illustrated in Figure 5-9, which compares to the uncorrected relation and plots the control cases for
comparison.
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Figure 5-9: Plot of fracture strain versus total stress for measured σ0.2% (♦) and the precipitation
increased σ0.2%R (*) of the prestrained samples benchmarked against the control cases (□).
Deviations from the linear trend appear once the samples are overaged.

The increase in the yield-strength and fracture strain due to prestraining appear
significantly larger than the control cases. Once stresses due to prestraining were accounted for, the
2% prestrained samples appeared to follow the same trend as those in the control case for the same
heat treatment. The question of whether or not failure occurs due to the nano-void process could be
considered after accounting for any cold-working or prestrain prior to ageing. This effect becomes
apparent when comparing the initial pinning distances, lΔτ and εf in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: The linear relation between fracture strain and inter-obstacle spacing for the control
and 2% prestrained ageing AA6063 experiments.

The original relationship is once again restored in Figure 5-10 and was measured through
determination of the initial particle separation. The main point argued here is that σ0.2% is a material
performance property and not a failure parameter. The failure mechanism in the prestrained
samples remains the nano-void process, but there is an additional strengthening due to prestraining.
Thus prestraining improves the overall material performance, but the failure mechanism remains
unchanged. Let us assume the prestrain creates new vacancy sinks. Now with the failure mechanism
thought to be identical in the control and 2% prestrained cases, the evolution of the various material
performance parameters can be examined. First the evolution in fracture strain with time was
determined through normalizing all parameters to the 3h aged to examine the temporal exponents
for decreases in fracture strain with ageing time.
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Figure 5-11: The change in normalized fracture strain versus log ageing time (in min) to give
insight into the ageing kinetics of the two material processes and conditions.

Figure 5-11 shows the increase in fracture strain with prestrain. Its interpretation is
complex since the dislocations introduced by the prestrain affect the subsequent ageing kinetics
and precipitate size and distribution, which are described by the difference in slope. Performing the
same normalizations using the yield stress rather than fracture strain shown in Figure 5-12 again
indicates that incorporating kinetic parameters does not result in simple relations as found between
yield stress and fracture strain. The conclusion is that fracture strain is determined by the nano-void
nuclei distribution and subsequent void growth during deformation.
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Figure 5-12: The normalized yield strength of σ 0.2% and σ0.2%R for the prestrained samples and the
AA samples evolving with ageing time (in min). The overaged samples are not included in
determining the temporal exponents.

Normalizing the inter-obstacle spacing with respect to the 3h age condition for both control
and prestrained cases, and comparing with ageing time yields a similar trend in the yield strength
and fracture strain evolution shown in Figure 5-13. The temporal exponents for each of the
normalized properties in the prestrained samples are all near 0.2 supporting evidence that the nuclei
for fracture are inherent within the initial microstructure. Further research will be required to
understand the kinetic pathways controlling the evolution of these properties. Compared to the
control cases, the evolution in the prestrained samples is affected and appears slower due to the
introduction of cold work, consistent with each of the properties in question.
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Figure 5-13: The evolution of obstacle spacing at yield with ageing time for the control and
prestrained samples.
5.2.5 Artificial ageing of T4 specimen at elevated temperatures
The purpose of artificially ageing specimens at 230°C was to further assess the pre-emptive
failure mechanism due to quench-sensitivity exists in the T4 and T6 states. Due to the large
discrepancy in activation energies for diffusion between the ageing of elements Mg, Si, and the
transition element, Fe, an intermediate temperature of 230°C was chosen with reduced times to
defer over-ageing with loss of yield strength.
The initial ageing time of two minutes caused a reduction in yield stress and increase in
fracture strain likely due to reversion of solute clusters formed during the natural ageing process.
The correlation between these two properties for each of the samples is shown in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14: The evolution of fracture strain versus yield stress illustrating the large increase in
fracture strain with onset of ageing inconsistent with the normal trends.

The correlation between yield strength and fracture strain after ageing at 230°C is observed
in the T4 samples and the increase in fracture strain with yield strength indicates that the preemptive failure due to solute Fe atoms within the grain boundaries has been reduced. The purpose
of ageing at 230°C was to reduce the solute atom Fe segregation in the grain boundaries by forming
Al6Fe precipitates and thus activate the boundaries as vacancy sinks. Since increases in yield
strength and fracture strain are observed in unison, coupled with the fracture images in Figures 4
(a-f), compared to the T4 as-received specimen giving an indirect indication that the pre-emptive
failure mechanism within the alloy is being removed concurrent with the ageing process.
A self-consistent story is realized when comparing several of the key parameters that can
be related to the microstructure evolution from the artificial ageing processes as summarized in
Table 5-4.
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Sample

1

2

T4 As-Rec
T4 + 2min@230OC
T4 + 5min@230OC
T4 + 15min@230OC
T4 + 15min@230OC
T4 + 45min@230OC
T4 + 90min@230OC

-0.137
-0.270
-0.286
-0.349
-0.243
-0.388
-0.462

1.064
1.185
0.975
0.978
1.376
1.194
1.153

l (m)
0.246
0.381
0.267
0.121
0.125
0.099
0.107

3

CV-slope (1) CV-slope (2)
0.201
0.187
0.150
0.135
0.143
0.118
0.107

0.109
0.097
0.098
0.088
0.094
0.083
0.081

0.140
0.132
0.128
0.118
0.130
0.117
0.116

lim
0.66
0.68
0.68
0.72
0.67
0.72
0.72

Table 5-4: Several key parameters which correlate to the removal of the pre-emptive mechanism
on the failure of the T4-aged samples. l refers to inter-obstacle spacing at yield.

Compared to the as-received condition, a β1 decreasing with ageing time indicates an
increase in work hardening. This effect is attributed to the reversion of some of the small solute
clusters formed during natural ageing. The decrease in inter-obstacle spacing is a direct result of
the increase in yield strength as was illustrated in Figure 5-14 above. The conclusion is that this
increase of fracture strain correlates to artificial ageing performed at temperatures where Fe atoms
in grain boundaries becomes mobile, reducing the pre-emptive failure mechanism as demonstrated
by T6 as-quenched control specimen. The decrease in C v-slope (β2) with accompanying decrease in l
results in an offsetting effect maintaining the fracture strain more or less constant beyond peak age.
An effective way to illustrate the role of work hardening is to plot the shear stress versus inverse
mean slip distance, λ, as shown in Figure 5-15.
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f
1.61
1.98
1.93
1.75
1.76
1.74
1.76

Figure 5-15: Plot showing the evolution of τ vs 1/λ for the T4 samples aged at 230°C. Note γ3
decreases with age time correlating with increase in nano-particle formation till over-ageing takes
place at 90min.

Figure 5-15 shows that an increase in mean slip distance with increasing ageing time is a
direct result of the precipitation, which increases the yield stress and reduces τ. It is possible that
the distribution of nucleation is non-uniform, and hence λ increases due to the creation of new
defects by dislocation interaction. Note that the upward break in the τ versus 1/λ locus indicates
the formation of dislocation cells which reduces with ageing time in conformity with the above
discussion.
Finally, analysis of the critical void spacing and size at failure as well as the vacancy
concentrations give insight into the efficiency of the material to deal with vacancies. The nano-void
size and spacing, vacancy production and concentrations in the β2 regime of deformation are shown
in Table 5-5.
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lv (m)

Sample
T4 As-Rec
O
T4 + 2min@230 C
T4 + 5min@230OC
O
T4 + 15min@230 C
T4 + 15min@230OC
T4 + 45min@230OC
O
T4 + 90min@230 C

dv (m)

lv/dv

CV-slope (2)

Cv(3)

Cv(lim)

lim

f

0.177
0.271
0.190
0.085
0.090
0.069

0.059
0.090
0.063
0.028
0.030
0.023

2.985
3.004
3.005
2.997
3.024
2.970

0.140
0.132
0.128
0.118
0.130
0.117

2.51E-04
1.73E-04
1.12E-04
7.36E-05
9.32E-05
5.05E-05

0.040
0.038
0.036
0.034
0.036
0.034

0.66
0.68
0.68
0.72
0.67
0.72

1.61
1.98
1.93
1.75
1.76
1.74

0.075

0.025

2.995

0.116

3.93E-05

0.033

0.72

1.76

Table 5-5: The ductile failure criterion for the T4 artificially aged samples at 230°C including the
final vacancy concentrations at γ3 and failure.

Information regarding material ductility and point defect sink efficiency can be
elucidated when looking at the nano-void spacing along with the vacancy concentration at limit
strain which decreases with two and five minutes of ageing and subsequently plateaus with
further ageing. The deformation-induced vacancy production continuously decreases as it relates
to the dislocation-dislocation interactions corresponding to the degree of precipitation. A decrease
in the initial spacing of the nano-void nuclei with ageing, along with a reduction in vacancy
production, reduces the effective growth of the voids and results in a relatively constant limit and
fracture strains after five minutes of ageing.
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Chapter 6
Constitutive Relations Analysis for Performance Evaluation

6.1 Introduction
Fabrication of aluminum alloy sheet into automotive components is of great importance
especially as there is a drive to lighten vehicles in order to reduce fuel consumption. One method
of fulfilling this increasing demand is to replace ductile steel components with lighter-weight less
ductile aluminum. In commercial forming practices, strains are often attained that are significantly
larger than those seen in a conventional tensile test, so tensile tests alone appear incapable of
predicting all forming situations.
Forming involves complex stress states applied in more than one direction often resulting
in higher effective strains. At the onset of plasticity, the yield locus determines the plastic response
under any stress-state. It was originally determined that the incremental component plastic strain
may be determined by differentiating the yield function with the specified stress component [53].
Simply stated, the outward normal of the yield locus determines the direction of increased plastic
strain with increased loading, critical to understanding the strain paths of elements within the sheet
[54].
Simulating these operations is costly and difficult and an alternative solution would be to
develop a model able to accurately extrapolate a tensile test to these larger strains. This would allow
a user to test out new TMP on more affordable and reliable tensile tests before creating a
production-scale experiment to test if the new TMP has obtained the desired effect. Finite element
modeling is a common method to determine the effect of the TMP on the formability of the new
material but is only as accurate as its input constitutive relations. Performing experiments to
determine the yield locus is difficult, requires specialized equipment [55], and can require a lot of
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material, thus being expensive. That is why there has been so much effort put into developing
computer model predictions supported by mechanical test data. Alternatively, adapting more
simple and robust experiments, such as tensile tests, to predict the yield loci would be beneficial.
Therefore, an accurate way to extrapolate tensile test stress-strain data to larger strains and other
stress states is needed.
The objective of this research is to accurately predict the yield locus of a non-age-hardening
aluminum alloy sheet using the least number of input parameters or experiments. The SVH
equation has been shown to predict large-strain extrapolations through use of FEM over Voce, and
other constitutive relations [38]. A method based on the Barlat method of total work [56] is
proposed that implements the SVH relation for generating yield loci for AA5754. Comparisons
are made of the effect of the TMP used previously in Chapters 2-5 on the predicted yield loci.

6.2 Background
The concept of the yield locus has a long history, which has been reviewed elsewhere [57].
The present work only considers the Barlat [56] method of yield locus construction using total
work, similar to the Yld2000-2d function [58], which is the current standard for yield locus
modeling. This section will explain the general theory to understand multi-axial strain states and
how balanced biaxial and plane strain conditions are important conditions to understanding material
formability.

6.2.1 The yield locus and plastic work
The yield locus is a two dimensional projection of a three dimensional yield surface that
describes the applied stress state (σ 1, σ2, σ3) required in a material to initiate yield. When working
in sheet forming or other stretch-forming applications, the σ3 term is zero, and thus the three
dimensional yield surface reduces to a two dimensional surface involving loading in σ 1 and σ2,
where two normal loads are simultaneously being applied to the system. This condition requires an
accurate construction of the material yield locus to understand the weak zones or high-strain regions
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of the part being formed – typically the plane strain condition. Being able to identify the plane
strain regions of the sheet during the deformation will allow the process engineer to pay careful
attention on this region since failure usually occurs in regions exhibiting the plane strain as all strain
in the minor direction is contributing explicitly to the localized thinning of the material.
One accepted way to generate a yield locus using the criterion of “Plastic Work” was
proposed by Barlat [56], where the total work contributed to the system by application of σ 1 and σ2
equals that of a standard tensile test in the primary direction such as σ 1-UT. The plastic work
(contours) for the σ1-UT stress-strain curve are determined at various strain levels and equated to the
plastic work contributed to the system by both σ 1 and σ2 simultaneously to generate continuous
curves in multi-axial stress states. The incremental strain with increased loading is normal to the
yield locus requiring the yield locus to always maintain a convex shape with the curvature being
one of the most crucial properties of the yield function.
6.2.2 Plane strain and balanced biaxial conditions
The yield locus can be determined experimentally or by modeling. Determining the full
yield locus experimentally poses many difficulties being timely, expensive, and requiring an
intimate understanding of the testing apparatuses. Another drawback is the inability to generate
multi-axial σ-ε curves for these multi-axial stress scenarios where it is nearly impossible to fully
delineate between major and minor strain contributions making identification of the plane strain
condition (minor strain = 0) rather difficult and unreliable. For a perfectly isotropic material the
plane strain condition occurs at a loading ratio, σ1:σ2, of 2:1 or 1:2 which is almost never the case
in real materials because the stress-strain curves in the two uniaxial directions are always different
to some extent, resulting in a non-linear strain evolution. Since failure is prevalent along the plane
strain direction, an accurate estimate of where this condition takes place in the material is required
for designs to be adapted to account for this issue. The idea of non-linear strain evolution between
applied stresses extends to a balanced biaxial strain case, ε 1 = ε2, for the duration of deformation.
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In the case of a perfectly isotropic material this condition holds when the stresses are in balance at
σ1 = σ2.

6.3 Yield Locus
To aid in the understanding and explanation of how the SVH relation is adapted to generate
and analyze the yield locus, experimental data on AA5154 from Kuwabara [59] will be used using
his notation of axial (φ) and circumferential (θ) for the rolling direction (RD) and transverse
direction (TD), respectively. CRA on the AA5154 φ and θ stress-strain curves and the published R
and M values were used to attempt to precisely replicate the experimentally determined yield locus
of Kuwabara. The premise for the yield locus was based solely on the Barlat equal total work
requirement of Yld2000-2d [58], the current standard for yield locus generation model in the field.
A yield locus can be modeled using Yld2000-2d which requires eight fitting parameters that are
experimentally determined. In contrast the new model presented here to predict the yield function
and loci will be determinable from two tensile tests, and the Lankford coefficient (R-value) and
Taylor factor (M) determined from texture measurements.

6.3.1 Theoretical development and governing equations
The yield locus serves as the basis for understanding material formability and is the starting
point for generating the formability limit diagram (FLD) used by engineers in assessing the
performance of sheet stock in forming applications [53]. The premise of the yield locus is to
determine equivalent energy states in terms of plastic work, PW, under multi-axial stress-states, i.e.
pulled in the RD and TD simultaneously, compared to those of unidirectional tension (UD) tests.
Quantitatively, this is shown as

𝑃𝑊𝑈𝐷 = 𝑃𝑊𝑅𝐷 + 𝑃𝑊𝑇𝐷

(6.1)

𝑈𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑈𝐷 = ∫ Δ𝜎 𝑅𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑅𝐷 + ∫ Δ𝜎 𝑇𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑇𝐷
∫ Δ𝜎𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

(6.2)

or given in terms of σ and ε,
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where x,mk indicates the experimental (or modeled) reduced applied stress ( - 0final) measured
in the k direction, dx,mk being the measured strain in the k direction. For the initial model, the
modeled applied stress, mk = hk, where h indicates the direction of applied stress, is assumed
to harden isotropically, even with introduction of the second principal stress. The measured strains
include the effective contraction strain due to the introduction of the second applied stress found as
𝑅𝐷
𝜖𝑚

=

𝑅𝐷
𝜖𝑅𝐷

𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑅 𝑇𝐷 𝜖𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝑅𝐷 𝜖𝑅𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑇𝐷
−
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖𝑚 = 𝜖𝑇𝐷 −
1 + 𝑅𝑇𝐷
1 + 𝑅𝑅𝐷

(6.3)

Equation 6.3 results in a very direct manner of establishing an accurate prediction of the
yield locus in conjunction with knowledge from the TMP. Under an applied stress ratios of f RD =
RDRD/TDTD with fTD = 1/fRD, the effective PW can be found as

𝑓 𝑇𝐷 𝑅𝑅𝐷
𝑓 𝑅𝐷 𝑅 𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑃𝑊 = [1 −
] ∫ Δ𝜎𝑅𝐷 𝑑𝜖𝑅𝐷 + [1 −
] ∫ Δ𝜎𝑇𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑇𝐷
1 + 𝑅𝑅𝐷
1 + 𝑅 𝑇𝐷

(6.4)

where RRD and RTD are the R-values for the RD and TD directions, respectively. A full derivation
of the PW equation can be found in Appendix B. If a UD test is performed in the RD direction, f TD
= 0, the total PW at various strain levels from the UD test are used as a comparison for the multiaxial loading PW levels, as shown in a balanced biaxial model of AA5154 case in Figure 6-1.
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UD-φ
BB

Figure 6-1: Mapping the plastic work levels from the uniaxial tensile case to the balanced biaxial
case of AA5154. In order to have a common abscissa, the thickness strain, εtt, was chosen to
represent the RD and TD contributions to compare the two stress-strain curves.

The PW values are then compared to the required biaxial applied stress states needed to
introduce equivalent PW into the system. In the UD cases, the slip systems that are active do not
have additional constraints from a secondary applied stress and thus the work hardening under UT
is unchanged. This is not the case for the biaxial cases where additional slip systems must be
activated to accommodate the imposed strain in the second principal direction. As a result, a latent
hardening factor (LHF) effect [61] is introduced into the system that increases the measured applied
stress determined as
𝑈𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑈𝐷 = ∫ 𝐿𝐻𝐹 Δ𝜎 𝑅𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑅𝐷 + ∫ 𝐿𝐻𝐹 Δ𝜎 𝑇𝐷 𝑑𝜖 𝑇𝐷 ,
𝑃𝑊𝑈𝐷 = ∫ Δ𝜎𝑚
𝑚
𝐾
𝑚
𝑚
𝐾
𝑚
𝑚

(6.5)

which can be simplified to

𝑓 𝑇𝐷 𝑅𝑅𝐷
𝑓 𝑅𝐷 𝑅 𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑃𝑊 = [1 −
] ∫ LHFK Δ𝜎𝑅𝐷 𝑑𝜖𝑅𝐷 + [1 −
] ∫ LHFK Δ𝜎𝑇𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑇𝐷
1 + 𝑅𝑅𝐷
1 + 𝑅 𝑇𝐷
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(6.6)

and when written in final form, dividing through by the LHF, Eq. 6.4 is restored with a new target
latent hardening adjust PW found to be:

𝑃𝑊𝐿𝐻𝐹 =

𝑃𝑊
𝑓 𝑇𝐷 𝑅 𝑅𝐷
𝑓 𝑅𝐷 𝑅𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑇𝐷
𝑇𝐷
= [1 −
]
∫
Δ𝜎
𝑑𝜖
+
[1
−
] ∫ Δ𝜎𝑇𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑇𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐷
𝐿𝐻𝐹𝐾
1 + 𝑅 𝑅𝐷
1 + 𝑅𝑇𝐷

(6.7)

The implication of Eq. 6.7 is that the target PW is reduced by varying amounts depending
on the specified stress ratio, the maximum reduction occurring for 1:1. The result of the removal
of the LHF from the applied stress is that once the targets ΔσRDRD and ΔσTDTD have been determined,
they must be converted back into the experimentally measured or applied stresses, σ mRD and σmTD
found using
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑅𝐷
𝜎𝑚
= 𝜎0

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑅𝐷
𝑇𝐷
+ 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝐾 Δ𝜎𝑅𝐷
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎𝑚
= 𝜎0

𝑇𝐷
+ 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝐾 Δ𝜎𝑇𝐷

(6.8)

At this point, the model predicted required applied stresses are mapped onto the yield
surface as representative points for comparison to the experiment. In order to determine what the
latent hardening ratio, K, should be, the system is calibrated at the 1:1 stress ratio.
6.3.2 Analysis methods
If there are no biaxial or plane strain experimental data available for comparison to the
model, the latent hardening factor adjustments to the model can be neglected and only the basic
iso-model used. A strain level sufficiently above the γ3 strain of the CRA parameters from the
AA5754 data in Chapters 2-6 will be chosen to compare yield loci, since inaccuracies in the model
arise when dealing with regions near the γ 3 transition due to the switching of active deformation
curves inherent to CRA.
6.3.3 Plane strain (PS)
Significant importance is placed on understanding the plane strain (PS) conditions of multiaxial stress states due to the prevalence of failure to occur when this condition is met. Rearranging
Eq. 2.9 to isolate for the strain and applying fractional stress increments, the measured strains in
the two principal directions may be determined using Eq. 6.3. A plot of the applied stresses versus
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measured strains gives insight into how the strain within the material evolves under the multi-axial
cases for various stress ratios. An example of a multi-axial stress-strain curve is shown in Figure
6.2 for Kuwabara’s AA5154 data.

PS-φ
PS-θ

UD-φ

Figure 6-2: A multi-axial stress-strain curve for AA5154 using the non-LHF adjusted model to
explore the evolution of plane strain under a loading ratio of f φ = 0.608.

To obtain the PS condition, the minor principal measured strain must be zero throughout
the duration of the loading and would be indicated by a vertical line in the minor stress - minor
measured strain plot. Figure 6-2 shows a common situation where the minor strain is nearly zero
throughout the duration of deformation but due to the difference in work hardening behavior
between the two principal directions in this case, the plane strain condition “evolves” with
deformation. Deviations from vertical indicate that some strain is being accumulated (positive or
negative) depending on the differences in work hardening in the two directions. The implication of
this is that all strain introduced into the material only contributes to the third principal strain (usually
thickness), and it is necessary to understand where this condition occurs and to alter the forming
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die design to defer early failure. Each of the cases studied in the present work will be analyzed for
their plane strain condition.
6.3.4 Balanced biaxial strain (BBS)
In a similar fashion to understanding the PS condition, BBS condition can assist in
understanding where the strongest direction in the material exists. Again, rearranging Eq. 2.9 to
isolate strain and determining the measured principal strains using Eq. 6.3, an mθ versus mφ may
be produced as shown in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: The εmφ versus εmθ plots for three specified stress ratios in AA5154 to give
understanding to the differential in straining between the two principal directions.
Beginning with the 1:1 stress ratio, the slope of the modeled strain evolution must be
determined and if it is not 1, then the BBS condition is not met. The applied stress ratios are varied
until the measured strain evolution is equal and that is the point of BBS as is shown with the stress
ratio of 14:15 in Figure 6-3. A linear relationship between the two principal strains is indicative of
a very similar work hardening relationship. If there is significant curvature or deviation from
linearity in the relationship, it indicates an imbalance in work hardening or R-values due to a highly
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anisotropic material having sharp curvature around the 1:1 ratio. Each of the sets of specimen
studied in this work were analyzed for the balanced biaxial stress condition.
6.3.5 Material selection
The AA5754 samples described in Chapters 2-6 were used for the yield locus calculations.
The ability to use a material that has been controllably processed and studied using tensile testing,
texture and fractography allows for a more complete understanding of the influences and causes of
early failure in aluminum sheet. The R-value and Taylor factor were calculated from the
crystallographic orientation distribution function (CODF) analysis of the measured throughthickness crystallographic textures for the RD and TD of the sheet. The texture was assumed to be
identical for pairs of perpendicularly oriented tensile samples from the same sheet and TMP. The
measurements were averaged for each of the directions and the respective CRA parameters were
used to generate model yield loci for each of the pairs of heat treatments to understand their role
on the final material performance. Tensile specimen pairs for each heat treatment stage have a yield
locus generated at the εUDRD = 0.15 level, and the multi-axial stress strain curves for key stress ratios
resulting in plane strain and the balanced biaxial conditions were explored.
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Chapter 7
Results and Analysis
7.1 Texture and Yield Loci
The relative volume fractions of texture components, R-values, and Taylor factors
determined from the texture characterization and analysis are given in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. Each
of the values is averaged through-thickness for the yield loci predictions.

Figure 7-1: The through-thickness volume fraction of the cube, brass, goss texture components
from top outer surface (OS) to bottom inner surface (IS) of the as-received sheet.
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Figure 7-2: The through-thickness volume fraction of the S-components from the outer surface
(OS) to the inner surface (IS) for the as-received sheet.

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show that the texture is relatively random, having weak cube
component of five percent, and relatively high random texture of ten percent. All of the texture
distributions are symmetric about the centre of the rolled sheet showing little heterogeneity of
texture through-thickness. Similarly the through-thickness R-values were determined for both the
RD and TD directions as shown in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-3: The through-thickness evolution of the R-values for the RD and TD directions. The
dashed lines are the average through-thickness values.

The average R-values were found to be 0.84 ± 0.01 and 0.81 ± 0.06 for the RD and TD,
respectively. The R-values in the RD remain very close to the average throughout the entire sample
thickness. In the TD, the R-value is a minimum at ¼ from the inner or bottom surfaces. R-values
for aluminum alloys are typically less than 1. For each of the samples, the corresponding M-factors
are shown in Figure 7-4.
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Figure 7-4: The through-thickness evolution outer surface to inner surface of the RD and TD Mfactor the through-thickness average of each is shown by the dashed line.

The average values for M were found to be 2.95 ± 0.02 and 3.00 ± 0.01 for the RD and TD,
respectively. Combining these texture-based values with the CRA parameters determined from
tensile testing allows calculation of the yield locus for the specified TMP performed on the samples.
A comparison of the yield loci derived through using the SVH constitutive equation for each of the
heat treatment pairs is shown in Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-5: A comparison of the four AA5754 heat treatment conditions yield loci at ε = 0.15
determined from the texture analysis and through use of CRA. The dotted line is based on the CR17
sample, arbitrarily chosen to guide the eye when looking at the shape of the yield locus.

The yield locus was generated by the Barlat method [56] requiring each stress ratio to have
equivalent plastic work to the UD RD samples where fTD = 0. The general shape of the yield locus
remains relatively unchanged with TMP, consistent with differences, or lack thereof, of the
unidirectional stress-strain curves in each RD and TD sample.

7.2 Balanced Biaxial Strain
The yield locus is important in fabrication processes but being able to predict the strain
evolution of the sheet under the specified stress path permits simulating the impact of the TMP on
the prospective fabrication performance. Understating the location of the balanced biaxial strain
path, based on applied stress ratio, gives the designer the ability to optimize the die configuration
for strength and ductility. The assumed balanced biaxial conditions of 1:1 proved to result in nonuniform strain evolutions in the β2 region as shown in Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6: The evolution of modeled strains in the two principal directions under a 1:1 stress ratio.
The slopes are shown with only the CR13 pair having a slope near unity in the β 2 region. The
different treatments are offset for clarity.

Since each set of curves in Fig. 7.6 used identical R-values and M-factors in their
calculation, the differences in each 1:1 strain evolution results are due to work hardening variances.
It can be seen that depending on the relations between RD and TD directions, the slopes can be
greater or less than unity. The common use of the 1:1 ratio as the balanced biaxial condition is
incorrect for all these cases. If the applied stress ratios are varied, the strain evolution is also altered
but not by a proportional amount. Depending on the specific curvatures of the two stress-strain
curves in the principal directions, very small changes in stress ratios may manifest large shifts in
the strain evolution. The stress ratios were varied until the β 2 strain ratio evolution became unity
for each of the set of heat treatments as shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7: The corrected applied stress ratios given in terms of f TD to yield a strain ratio evolution
of 1. The ordinate values for different treatments are offset vertically for clarity.

It is apparent that very small changes in the stress ratio near 1:1 cause drastic shifts in the
principal strain evolution. Each of the applied stress ratios are near unity indicates that the work
hardening behavior of both directions in each of the sample cases is very similar.

7.3 Plane Strain
The plane strain condition is of specific importance because all imposed principal strains
contribute only to specimen thinning since the minor strain is perfectly balanced due to the
contraction effects in the minor direction due to the major applied stress, ε mTD = εTDTD – εRDTD = 0,
such that εTDTD = εRDTD for the duration of deformation. If this condition is met, a conventional σ-ε
curve will pass through ε = 0, while maintaining a non-zero applied stress. If the εmTD = 0 condition
can be maintained, it will ideally manifest as a straight vertical line on the stress-strain curve. This
plane strain model condition is shown in Figure 7-8 for the CR13 sets of tensile samples.
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TD
RD

Figure 7-8: The plane strain condition when σ RD > σTD occurring at fTD = 0.795. The stress ratio is
established to permit plane strain in the β 2 region of the stress-strain curve.
It is evident in Figure 7-8 that initially in the β1 (stage 2) region the εmTD strain is positive,
but once the system enters β2, there is a “jump” in the strain and the deformation follows the plane
strain condition with εmTD = 0 for the remainder of the deformation. A comparison of the major
stress- major strain curves for each samples plane strain condition are shown in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-9: A comparison of the plane strain conditions for the major stress and strain when σRD >
σTD for each set of tensile specimens. The stress-ratio to obtain the plane strain condition in the β 2
region is listed.

The major stress-major strain evolutions under the plane strain condition are similar for
each of the heat treatments with only marginal differences occurring at large strains (>25%),
wherein the CR15 samples have the lowest stresses due to their relative lower hardening rates
compared to samples with other treatments. The corresponding minor stress-minor strain evolution
for these curves are shown in Figure 7-10.
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Figure 7-10: A comparison of the minor stress-minor strain evolution for each of the heat
treatments under the plane strain condition. Large “jumps” in strain are due to the β1 to β2 transition
in the deformation model.

Figure 7-10 shows that the curvature of the plane strain condition of the CR13 samples is
the smallest staying below 0.5% strain throughout the duration of the model in β 2. The CR13,
CR15 and CR17 samples all move towards εmTD < 0 in β2, while the CR19 sample shows a
continually increasing strain greater than zero. These differences are attributed to the variation in
work hardening and will be explained in more detail in the following Discussion chapter.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
The required plastic work input for constructing the yield locus was calculated at a ε of
0.15 and used for each pair of tensile samples. The required PW values to obtain those strains were
found to be 25, 27, 21 and 25 MJ/m3 for the CR13, 15, 17 and 19 samples, respectively. Consistency
is observed when comparing the CR13 and CR19 loci, both requiring identical plastic work to
obtain identical strain levels in unidirectional RD tests, and both having undergone the complete
Al6Fe precipitation TMP.
The critical changes to the yield loci produced by the TMP appears as subtle changes in
local curvature along the yield surface, which influences the incremental strain path at the given
applied stress ratio. The most critical region for observing the changes in local curvature is at the
1:1 stress ratio where the rate of change of curvature is a maximum. The result of this effect is that
very small changes in applied stress ratios can manifest large changes in strain evolutions which
was supported by results in Figures 7-6 and 7-7. The largest such effect was observed in testing the
CR19 sample, where a change in applied stress ratio of 0.04 causes the ε mTD/εmRD evolution to
change from 1.55 to 1.0. The requirement of having a larger σ RD than σTD to maintain the balanced
biaxial case is based on the R-values and work hardening behaviour in the two principal directions.
Table 8-1 shows the work hardening behaviour for β2 for all stress-strain curves, the εmTD/ε mRD
evolution at 1:1, and the fTD required to force εmTD/εmRD to equal one.
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Samples Direction
CR13
CR15
CR17
CR19

RD
TD
RD
TD
RD
TD
RD
TD

2

n

1.58
1.56
1.99
1.78
1.55
1.38
1.73
1.94

0.28
0.28
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.27
0.25

1:1
TD
RD
m /m

fTD
TD
RD
m /m = 1

1.06

0.99

0.88

1.01

1.19

0.98

1.55

0.96

Table 8-1: The work hardening, εmTD/εmRD evolution at 1:1 and the f TD required for εmTD/εmRD to be
unity.

The role of the R-values is on the contraction of one principal strain with respect to the
other. The greater the R-values, the greater the effect of contraction. Thus, if two materials have
different R-values but identical stress-strain curves in the two principal directions, a greater applied
stress in the lower R-value direction is required to compensate for the reduced apparent strain. The
role of the work hardening behaviour will both shift the required applied stress ratio to obtain
εmTD/εmRD of one, and if large discrepancies exist between the two directions, the ε mTD/εmRD
evolution will deviate from linearity.
In each of the cases where the work hardening is greater in the TD than RD, a greater
applied stress in the RD is required than the TD. Once the work hardening in the RD becomes
greater than TD (only observed for CR15) the opposite becomes true where σ TD must be greater
than σRD. This behaviour supports the hypothesis in Part I of this thesis that stringer decohesion
occurs in the CR15 samples as Fe atoms are introduced back into solution within the grain
boundaries. In the RD, once stringer decohesion takes place, there is less material supporting the
load as internal free surfaces open within the sample. Elongation then increases at identical stresses
resulting in the εmTD/ε mRD evolution being less than one, or requiring σ TD be greater than σRD to
maintain the strain evolution close to one. The largest difference in work hardening is in the CR19
specimens, which exhibit the greatest degree of curvature in the strain evolutions. The work
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hardening behaviour of the CR13 specimens was the most linear of any sets of TMP. This idea can
be extended to the plane strain conditions attempting to maintain the minor strain at zero.
The extent of the curvature in the β2 region within the minor stress-strain curves under
plane strain clearly show an imbalance in the resultant work hardening behaviours in the two
directions. At stress ratios of fTD =0.8, the trends seen in the subtle curvatures in the balanced biaxial
strain evolutions, are magnified in the plane strain conditions by the larger discrepancy in strains
accumulated in each direction. The plane strain condition is only met at a single stress-state, or
plastic work level, for the given applied ratio due to the curvature in the stress-strain curves. If a
different level on the yield locus is required, the stress ratio f TD will be different than that previously
determined. The main point is that the plane strain condition moves throughout the deformation
and the applied stress ratios must be constantly updated to maintain the plane strain condition of
εmTD equals zero. The necessity to increase or decrease the applied stress ratio to maintain zero
strain is due to the differences in work hardening for the two directions.
The state of zero strain in the minor direction is the condition of plane strain, but an
incremental applied stress in the given ratio will induce a net change in strain in the minor direction.
It is possible to further change the applied stress ratio to maximize a state of zero strain increase
with increasing stress, but the direction may be at a non-zero net strain. This condition is expressed
as
𝑇𝐷
𝑑𝜎𝑚
𝑇𝐷 ≠ 0
= ∞, 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝜖𝑚
𝑇𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑚

(8.1)

where the strain evolution attempts to maintain an infinite slope for the greatest duration. The
differences in work hardening and strain accumulation will eventually dominate the system within
the model, but it is likely that failure will occur before these differences are experienced. An
example is shown in Figure 8-1 for the CR15 specimen.
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PS-RD
UD-RD
PS-TD

Figure 8-1: Minor stress versus minor strain curves for the CR15 sample with fTD = 0.823. A much
more “vertical” line shows near zero strain accumulation in the minor strain.
In Figure 8-1, there is a clear offset from εmTD = 0 in the β2 region, but the strain remains
constant over a 100 MPa stress range equivalent to 120 MPa in the RD due to the applied stress
ratio of f TD = 0.823. So two final questions that are outside the scope of this thesis are raised. Is
the plane strain condition based on a directional strain of zero, or is it is more important to look at
the strain evolution and if a given strain state may be maintained to be a criterion for plane strain?
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Chapter 9
Conclusions

9.1 Structure, Strength, Ductility

9.1.1 AA5754
The role of Fe within the interfaces of stringers embedded within AA5754 was indirectly
determined to be the source of pre-emptive failure. Coupling the CRA of tensile specimen, the
TMP to changes in microstructure, and fractography gives an understanding of the role of Fe
solute atoms at interfaces, and how it may be mitigated. Applying a heat treatment that
precipitated out the Fe in the form of Al6Fe reduced stringer decohesion, which increased the
fracture strain. Ideally, an initial quench as part of the TMP should be performed to prevent Fe
segregation to the interface, but if segregation does occur, it is certainly more favourable to
precipitate the Fe out as Al6Fe at the grain boundaries to reduce vacancy binding [17] to the
solute Fe.

9.1.2 AA6063
A series of experiments were performed with AA6063 in order to eliminate pre-emptive
failure by investigating the role of prestraining on failure, and determining the criterion of nanovoid growth and the active ductile failure mechanism. It was found that the mobility of Fe within
the matrix during quenching is critical to remove the mechanism responsible for pre-emptive
ductile failure by preventing solute segregation to the grain boundary interface where it has a higher
solubility remaining in solution rather than precipitating out. The increase in fracture strain with
the introduction of prestraining was attributed to the increase in new sinks caused by deformation
such as tilt walls and grain boundary ledges, which reduce the number of vacancies available for
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void growth. In both control and prestrained artificially aged samples, the normalized interobstacle spacing and fracture strain both evolved with a similar temporal exponent in each set; the
prestrained samples evolved at a slower rate than those in the control sample attributed to the new
dislocations altering the active diffusion mechanisms of solute atoms during ageing.

The

modification of the Lloyd plot [44] to incorporate fracture strain versus inter-obstacle spacing at
yield is a new and better representation of the mechanisms responsible for ductile failure rather
than the performance diagram of fracture strain versus yield stress.

9.2 CRA for Performance Evaluation

9.2.1 Yield locus
The overall shape of the yield loci remained relatively constant with changing TMP
inducing small alterations in work hardening for the pairs of perpendicularly oriented tensile
specimen. The level of plastic work was calculated to be identical to obtain an equivalent strain of
0.15 for the initial model of CR13 and the final model of CR19, both conditions inferred to be in
identical microstructure states.
9.2.2 Balanced biaxial strain
A non-linear relationship between applied load ratios and principal strain evolution was
found. The location of the balanced biaxial strain condition was determined to be related to the
differences in work hardening in the RD and TD resulting in different local curvatures near the
balanced biaxial loading condition. The direction with the lower work hardening rate was found to
require less applied load to maintain a one-to-one strain evolution.

9.2.3 Plane strain
The plane strain condition was found to change with altered TMP. The multi-axial stressstrain curves revealed that the smaller the discrepancy in work hardening between RD and TD
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samples, the closer to zero strain in the minor direction could be maintained throughout the
deformation. A clear difference was found between a zero minor strain value of plane strain and
the rate of minor strain accumulation. In cases where work hardening is different in the two
directions, the rate of strain accumulation, that is plane strain having a constant minor strain with
increasing applied stress, is a better descriptor of the true plane strain condition since all out-ofplane strain is contributing the thinning.
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Chapter 10
Future Work and Recommendations
The future work and recommendations are divided into two sections: ideas for further
investigations into structure, strength and ductility relationships in aluminum alloys, and next steps
for using CRA in performance evaluation.

10.1 Structure, Strength, Ductility Relationship
To fully understand the role of Fe mobility during quench-sensitivity, it is recommended
that elemental maps be measured on aluminum alloys quenched at various rates to determine the
atomic segregation to the interfaces. Verifying this segregation during cooling coupled with the
reduced fracture strain and increased degree of large cavities in failure micrographs will give more
direct evidence on the role of Fe in the quench-sensitivity of aluminum alloys. The low levels of
compositional Fe, and discrete sites for segregation make such measurements statistically
challenging. The onset of decohesion should be tested by performing micro-CT at various levels of
deformation.
The roles of precipitates as nano-void nuclei must be concluded through experimental
observation. The use of small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to determine the void size and
distribution under varying levels of strain will aid in confirming this postulation. The role of
prestraining in creating alternative vacancy sinks to nano-voids should be performed to test the
efficiency of tilt walls and grain ledges as sinks. Varying levels of prestrain under identical aging
conditions (to obtain identical yield stress) will introduce varying amounts of extra vacancy sinks,
and an increase in fracture strain should correlate in some manner to the degree of cold work prior
to ageing. A kinetic analysis of the diffusion pathways of Mg and Si in forming the precipitates
should be undertaken. Complimenting this study, kinetic analysis of Mg and Si in cold-worked or
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prestrained samples is required to assess the role of cold-work on the precipitation kinetics and
hence nano-void nucleation sources in the age-hardenable alloys.

10.2 Performance Evaluation through CRA
The primary recommendations in this section is to validate the predicted yield locus by
performing bulge or cruciform tests on the AA5754 sheets under each TMP state. Subsequently,
validating the multi-axial stress-strain curves of the processed sheet by preparing and performing
in-situ cruciform tests in neutron or x-ray diffraction experiments should be pursued. Measuring
both the major and minor strains along with the applied stresses will verify the accuracy of the
model and confirm the accuracy and robustness of the Saimoto-Van Houtte constitutive relation
for FCC materials plasticity analysis.
It was demonstrated that the use of CRA in the context of the yield locus seemed plausible
with extensions to producing multi-axial stress-strain curves to begin analyzing the loading ratios
that are likely to failure first, typically the plane strain condition. It is recommended that these
multi-axial stress-strain curves be analyzed using CRA in a similar method to the different heat
treatments for AA5754 in order to determine vacancy production rates and elongation at critical
void size-spacing ratios. Imposing the Considère criterion on these curves can assist in predicting
forming limit diagrams which will aid in determining the effect of TMP on improved material
formability.
The final recommendation is to extend the yield locus predictions from non-age-hardenable
to age-hardenable aluminum alloys in the 2xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx series. The expected complexities
in predicting the yield locus for age-hardenable alloys is due to the changing nature of work
hardening as new obstacles are introduced by precipitation processes, which can occur
dynamically.
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Appendix A
Constitutive Relations Analysis Procedure
The CRA procedure begins with the user collecting the tensile data and converting it into
true stress, σ, and true plastic strain, εp. Once in this form, the data must be reduced to a reasonable
form to minimize computational time while accurately representing the original σ-ε curve. The
ideal number of data points per percent is 50, roughly increments of 0.0002 strain, or if the stress
changes by 0.5%, whichever is less.
The material property constants are input into CRA program including the obstacle
strength, α (0.4 for aluminum alloys), μ (shear modulus), M (Taylor factor) and b the Burgers
vector. The reduced data is then input into the CRA program where it undergoes a 6th order
polynomial fit (based on reduction in R 2) to allow for an accurate smooth replication of the stressstrain curve in order to take continuous derivatives. If a yield point is present, a fitting routine based
on changes in the 0th order coefficient (constant) sensitive to the subtle curvatures in the σ-ε curves
able to pick up the onset of a flat or shallow sloping region of the curve. In order to calibrate the
dislocation production and annihilation of the sample, P/A, the work hardening behaviour of the
polynomial fit at 0.2% plastic strain is used to determine ϕ. The rationale behind using the
polynomial fit to obtain the dislocation production and annihilation is that the yield point
phenomenon is an artificial phenomenon not directly related to the large-strain dislocation
interactions which control material plasticity. To insure reproducibility and accuracy, a full CRA
procedure is performed using the initial polynomial fit ϕ-value and subsequently the CRA fit work
hardening at 0.2% is then used to calibrate ϕ where the CRA is run for a final time. The CRA curves
are run against the polynomial fit rather than the real data to provide the continuity required for
accurate fitting. Only the section of the polynomial fit that does not deviate by more than 1% of the
real data σ is used for the analysis in order to maintain the integrity of the fitting data while the
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calibration of ϕ is a separate matter able to use the polynomial fit even if it deviates by more than
1%.
The CRA uses the relations between shear stress, τ = (σ – σ0final)/M and the mean slip
distance given as λ = τC1β. The fit uses two sets of fitting parameters of C 1 and β, with σ0final as a
common value between the two, each τ being compatible at their transition shear strain of γ3 at τ3.
Each of the fits isolate stage 2 and stage 3 of work hardening and deformation. The SVH equation
given by
1

1
𝑃
1 2+𝛽 2+𝛽
𝜏 = [( ) (𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (2 + 𝛽) (
)]
𝛾
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏

[A. 1]

The fitting routine attempts to balance the root mean squared (RMS) error for each of the
two curves until they are equal. It begins by assuming only 1 data point in the first curve, the
remainder in the second and optimizes the values based on the RMS. It stores these values, changes
up the fitting lengths and re-runs the optimization. Once the minimum RMS has been determined
through selection of the best parameters, if the minimum is the lowest determined, it will store the
values and re-run the analysis continuously varying the length of each of the loci. It will perform
this fitting routine until the minimum RMS has been determined at which point the system is
satisfied and the values for σ0final, C1 and β for each curve are determined. In order to allow for large
strain extrapolations and to be used in finite element modeling and crystal plasticity-finite element
modeling. The relationship can be converted into the form of the modified Hollomon relation which
incorporates the strain rate sensitivity, m, as
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝜎 − 𝜎0

= 𝐾𝑆𝑉𝐻 𝜖 𝑛𝜖̇ 𝑚
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[A. 2]

Appendix B
Yield Locus Derivation, Formulation and Analysis Methods
The yield locus derivation is shown in full beginning with the iso-model independent of
the latent hardening factor resulting in “isotropic” hardening having no additional hardening effects
due to the introduction of a second set of slip systems introduced via the second applied stress. The
LHF model will be subsequently introduced and shown to improve model accuracy. For the
derivation, Kuwabara’s data [A1] on AA5154 will be used and compared to Iadicola’s data [A2]
on AA5754. Both the RD and TD σ-ε curves has CRA performed on them in order to generate the
parameters to be used in the derivation and example analysis. The values of R ϕ and Rθ and RRD and
RTD were taken directly from those listed by the authors. Since both original experiments used
different naming conventions, the derivation will follow Kuwabara’s use of ϕ and θ for the axial
(RD) and circumferential (TD) directions of the tube expansion test will be used interchangeably
with Iadicola’s RD and TD when his data is presented. These alloys will be used to reconstruct the
experimental yield locus determined by the authors to determine its validity.

Derivation of Model Equations
The derivation of the equations used in the model will be explained in two steps. First, an
assumption regarding isotropic hardening will be made. This assumption will then be reexamined
and modifications made in order to more appropriately model the natural deformation of the system.

Iso-model
In this explanation of how the iso-model has been developed and how it works will be
performed on the 1:1 stress ratio with Kuwabara’s R-values of R = 0.36 and R = 0.59, along with
the unidirectional (UD) stress-strain curves provided by Kuwabara. This section will outline how
the various experimentally determined strains may be analytically found which are required as
inputs for determining the work done on the system. The analysis begins by generating the
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constitutive relation analysis (CRA) in order to determine the curve-fitting parameters for the UD
tensile tests, of the form:
1

1
2+𝛽𝜙
𝑃
1
𝜏𝜙 = [( ) (2 + 𝛽𝜙 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)]
𝛾𝜙 2+𝛽𝜙 [1]
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜙

Since the constitutive relation is based on the shear stresses and shear strains of the system,
we must convert these into normal stresses and strains in order to capture the texture effect of R.
To do this, we allow for   being the reduced applied stress as:
1

𝜙
𝜎𝜙

−

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝜎𝜙

=

𝜙
Δ𝜎𝜙

3+𝛽𝜙

1
2+𝛽𝜙
𝑃
1
2+𝛽 𝜙
= [( ) (2 + 𝛽𝜙 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)]
𝑀𝜙 𝜙 𝜖𝜙 2+𝛽𝜙 [2]
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜙

The analysis may then begin with application of incremental stresses above yield, denoted
 or  in the specified experimental loading ratios performed by Kuwabara of: 4:1, 2:1, 1:1,
1:2, etc. Since we may only control the loading ratios, the principal strain caused by a principal
stress can be determined from rearranging the CRA curve relation to isolate  :
𝜙 (2+𝛽𝜙 )

𝜙

𝜖𝜙 =

Δ𝜎𝜙

(3+𝛽𝜙 )
𝑃
1
[( ) (2 + 𝛽𝜙 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)] 𝑀
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜙 𝜙

[3]

The same relation is held for the  direction. From these relations, an applied stress –
resultant stress curve can be determined, shown below in Figure B1 (a) and (b).

Figure B1: (a) Reduced stress vs -strain.

(b) Reduced -stress vs -strain.
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Next, the total strains due to an applied stress in a specified direction must equal to 0 to
fulfill the constant volume assumption of shear deformation allowing for the following relations to
be assumed.
𝜙

𝜙

𝜙

𝜖𝜙 + 𝜖𝜃 + 𝜖𝑡 = 0 [4𝑎]𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖𝜃𝜃 + 𝜖𝜙𝜃 + 𝜖𝑡𝜃 = 0 [4𝑏]
The effect of texture is realized by looking at the ratio of out-of-plane strains induced by
an in-plane stress, defining what Kuwabara’s R-values represents as:
𝜙

𝑅𝜙

=

𝜖𝜃

𝜙

𝜖𝑡

[5𝑎]𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅 𝜃 =

𝜖𝜙𝜃
𝜖𝑡𝜃

[5𝑏]

These may be substituted into Eq 4a and Eq 4b to give a relation between the principal
strains and how they convert into the thickness strains as:
𝜙

𝜙
𝜖𝑡

=−

𝜖𝜙

1 + 𝑅𝜙

[6𝑎]𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖𝑡𝜃 = −

𝜖𝜃𝜃
[6𝑏]
1 + 𝑅𝜃

Assuming an absence of a compressive stress in the t-direction, the total thickness strain
can be found as the sum of the strain contributions due to the  and  principal stresses as:
𝜙

𝜖𝑡𝑡 = 𝜖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡𝜃 [7]
But this is only part of the process, in order to model the plastic work in the system to
replicate the yield loci, the measured strains; m must be determined which experimentally is
analytically formulated as:
𝜙
𝜖𝑚

=

𝜙
𝜖𝜙

+ 𝑅 𝜃 𝜖𝑡𝜃

𝜃
𝜖𝑚
=

𝜖𝜃𝜃

𝜙
𝑅 𝜙 𝜖𝑡

=

𝜙
𝜖𝜙

=

𝜖𝜃𝜃

𝑅 𝜃 𝜖𝜃𝜃
−
[8𝑎]
1 + 𝑅𝜃
𝜙

+

−

𝑅 𝜙 𝜖𝜙

1 + 𝑅𝜙

[8𝑏]

Plastic Work – Direct Differentiation Method
In order to generate a yield locus, Kuwabara assumes a constant plastic work (PW) criterion
- in the case of this report, we shall refer to Kuwabara’s definition of PW as “total work” (TW),
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since he includes the “heat” contribution of work; this implication will become apparent later on
and the difference is shown in Figure B2(a) and (b).

Figure B2: (a) Kuwabara’s PW, our TW (left hand side). (b) Our PW (right hand side).
As such, we will be calculating the equivalent PW (by our definition) indicating that the
proportional limit has been subtracted and we are working with a reduced stress-strain curve. As
such, the PW introduced into the system due to the applied principal stresses at various ratios are
equal to that PW experienced by the 1:0 (:) UD test at various strains. We then say that the PW
in the system is the sum of the PW contributions from the applied principal stresses and the
measured principal strains, shown in equation form as:
𝜙

𝜙

𝑈𝐷
𝑈𝐷
𝜃 [9]
𝑃𝑊 = ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑈𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑈𝐷
= ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝑚 + ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝑚

We may then substitute Eq 8a and 8b into Eq 9 expanding the relation to
𝜙

𝑈𝐷
𝑈𝐷
∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑈𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑈𝐷

=

∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡

=

𝜙
𝜙
∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙

−∫

𝑅 𝜃 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃
1 + 𝑅𝜃

𝜙

+ ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃

−∫

𝑅 𝜙 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜙

[10]

This creates an issue of attempting to integrate perpendicular normal stress and normal strains
(∫ d). Luckily, since Kuwabara is able to control the loading ratios, relations between
reduced stress of  and  can be found as:
𝜙

𝑓𝜙

=

Δ𝜎𝜙

Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃

𝜙

=

𝜎𝜙

𝜎𝜃𝜃

[11𝑎]and 𝑓 𝜃 =

Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃
𝜙

Δ𝜎𝜙

=

𝜎𝜃𝜃
𝜙

𝜎𝜙

[11𝑏]

This relation is possible since  final=final, so it is possible to relate the reduced stresses as:
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𝜙

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

if 𝜎𝜙 > 𝜎𝜃𝜃 ; Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 = 𝜎𝜃𝜃 − 𝑓 𝜃 𝜎𝜙
𝜙

𝜙

𝜙

[12𝑎]

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

else 𝜎𝜃𝜃 > 𝜎𝜙 ; Δ𝜎𝜙 = 𝜎𝜙 − 𝑓 𝜙 𝜎𝜃

[12𝑏]

Using the relations of Eq 11a and 11b, we obtain an integratable form of the PW equation of
𝜙

∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡

𝜙
𝜙
= ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙

𝜙

𝑓 𝜃 𝑅 𝜙 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙
𝑓 𝜙 𝑅 𝜃 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
[13]
−∫
+
∫
𝛥𝜎
𝑑𝜖
−
∫
𝜃
𝜃
(1 + 𝑅 𝜃 )
1 + 𝑅𝜙

Where Eq 13 may be simplified to
𝑈𝐷
𝑈𝐷
∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑈𝐷
𝑑𝜖𝑈𝐷
= ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = [1 −

𝑓 𝜃 𝑅𝜙
𝑓 𝜙𝑅𝜃
𝜙
𝜙
]
∫
𝛥𝜎
𝑑𝜖
+
[1
−
] ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃 [14]
𝜙
𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜃

We now have an expression to determine the PW in the system and now must evaluate the
integral, differentiating Eq 3 with respect to  to give:
𝜙 (1+β𝜙 )

𝜙
𝑑𝜖𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃

=

=

(2 + 𝛽𝜙 )Δ𝜎𝜙

𝜙

(3+𝛽𝜙 )
𝑃
1
[( ) (2 + 𝛽𝜙 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)] 𝑀
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜙 𝜙

(2 + 𝛽𝜃 )Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃

𝑑Δ𝜎𝜙 [15𝑎]

(1+β𝜃)

𝑃
1
(3+𝛽𝜃)
[( ) (2 + 𝛽𝜃 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 (
)] 𝑀
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜃 𝜃

𝑑Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 [15𝑏]

Allowing for direct integration resulting in
𝜙

(3+𝛽𝜙 )

Δ𝜎𝜙
2 + 𝛽𝜙
𝜙
𝜙
∫ Δ𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙 =
[16𝑎]
3 + 𝛽𝜙 [( 𝑃 ) (2 + 𝛽 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 ( 1 )] 𝑀(3+𝛽𝜙 )
𝜙
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜙 𝜙
(3+𝛽𝜃 )

∫ Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃

2 + 𝛽𝜃
Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃
=
[16𝑏]
3 + 𝛽𝜃 [( 𝑃 ) (2 + 𝛽 )(𝛼𝜇𝑏)2 ( 1 )] 𝑀(3+𝛽𝜃 )
𝜃
4𝐴
𝐶1 𝑏 𝜃 𝜃

This form allows for us to directly determine the total PW in the system with evolving
applied stresses by substituting Eq 16a and 16b into Eq 14. This simple model inherently assumes
that work hardening parameters do not change with the introduction of the 2 nd biaxial stress. The
validity of this assumption will be assessed for the precision of its prediction (see Latent Hardening
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Adjusted Model). The resulting effective thickness stress can be directly found by differentiating
Eq 14 by Eq 7 to obtain tt as
Δ𝜎𝑡𝑡 =

𝑑
∫ Δ𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 [17]
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡

By performing this derivative, we have now generated a stress-strain curve for the throughthickness stress evolution which we may now perform CRA on in order to predict FLD. An
alternative approach to direct evaluation is to perform partial differentiation of Eq 14 through use
of the Levy-Mises assumption.

Analytical model – Levy-Mises assumption
An alternate method for determining the effective through thickness stress is through
analytical differentiation through application of the Levy-Mises assumption shown in Eq 18. For a
general stress state:
𝜙

𝛿𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡

𝜃
𝑑𝜖𝜙
𝑑
𝑓 𝜃 𝑅𝜙
𝑓 𝜙𝑅𝜃
𝜙
𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃
= 𝑡 ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = [1 −
]
𝛥𝜎
+
[1
−
]
𝛥𝜎
[18]
𝜃
𝜙 𝑑𝜖 𝑡
𝑑𝜖𝑡
1 + 𝑅𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜃
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡
𝑡

This will require generating a principal strain evolution ratio in order to relate εtt in terms
of either εφφ or εθθ exclusively. The basis of the Levy-Mises assumption is that incremental shear
strain due to a shear stress in that direction is equal to that in a normal direction - it relates the strain
evolution in two principal directions which is required to analytically differentiate Eq 17. Using
the Taylor factor to convert shear stress and strain to normal stress-and strain, the Levy-Mises
assumption becomes
𝜙

2
𝑑𝛾𝜙 𝑑𝛾𝜃 𝑀𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙 𝑀𝜃2 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃
=
→
[19]
𝜙 =
𝜏𝜙
𝜏𝜃
Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃
Δ𝜎𝜙

To satisfy the requirements of dεφφ / dεtt and dεθθ / dεtt, the ratio of dεtφ / dεtθ must be
determined and will be labeled as f εk, where k is the minor strain direction. Rearranging Eq 19 we
get
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𝜙

𝑓𝜙

𝜙

𝑀𝜙 2 𝑑𝜖𝜙
𝑀𝜙
=
=
(
)
, 𝑙𝑒𝑡 M =
[20]
𝜃
𝜃
𝑀𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃
𝑀𝜃
Δ𝜎𝜃
Δ𝜎𝜙

where M is the Taylor factor ratios between the φ and θ directions. We will take a closer look at
how we can model the M ratio through analysis of the principal strain evolution at fixed stress
ratios and its influence on the accuracy of the Levy-Mises assumption compared to the direct
evaluation method. If we now look at fεk and re-write dεtφ and dεtθ in terms of dεφφ and dεθθ
respectively,

we

obtain

𝜙

𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝜙 1 + 𝑅 𝜃 𝑓 𝜙 1 + 𝑅 𝜃
𝑑𝜖𝑡
𝜙
[21𝑎]
=
𝑓
=
= 2
𝜖
1 + 𝑅 𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝜃
M 1 + 𝑅𝜙
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝜃
𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝑡

= 𝑓𝜖 𝜃 =

𝜙
𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃 1 + 𝑅 𝜙
2 𝜃1+𝑅
[21𝑏]
=
M
𝑓
1 + 𝑅 𝜃 𝑑𝜖 𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜃
𝜙

Using Eq 21a and 21b, a fractional relation for the thickness strain can be established as:
𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝜖𝑡 (1 + 𝑓𝜖 𝜃 ) [22𝑎]
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝜃 (1 + 𝑓𝜖 𝜙 ) [22𝑏]
Giving the desired relation for analytical differentiation of
𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝜙
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡

=

1 + 𝑅𝜙
[23𝑎]
1 + 𝑓𝜖𝜃

𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃 1 + 𝑅 𝜃
=
[23𝑏]
𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 1 + 𝑓 𝜙
𝜖
Substituting Eq 23a and 23b into Eq 18 and using the relation between dεθθ and dεtθ given
in Eq 6b, then substituting dεtθ = fεθdεtφ when σφφ > σθθ and the analogous equations when σθθ > σφφ
giving two relations for solving tt analytically:
𝜙

𝑖𝑓

𝜙
𝛥𝜎𝜙

𝑖𝑓

𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃

>

𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 ;

𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡

>

𝜙
𝛥𝜎𝜙 ;

𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡

𝜙

𝜃

𝜙

= [(1 + 𝑅 ) − 𝑓 𝑅 ]

𝛥𝜎𝜙

𝜃

(1 + 𝑓𝜖 𝜃 )

𝜙

𝜃

+ [(1 + 𝑅 ) − 𝑓 𝑅 ]

𝜙

= [(1

+ 𝑅𝜙)

− 𝑓 𝜃 𝑅𝜙]

𝑓𝜖 𝜙 𝛥𝜎𝜙
𝜙

(1 + 𝑓𝜖 )
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+ [(1 +

𝑅𝜃 ) −

𝑓 𝜙𝑅𝜃 ]

𝑓𝜖 𝜃 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃
(1 + 𝑓𝜖 𝜃 )
𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃
(1 + 𝑓𝜖 𝜙 )

[24𝑎]

[24𝑏]

The derivation of tt uses the differentiation of Eq 14 and that using the Levy-Mises
analytical method in Eq 24, is compared in Figure B3.

Figure B3: A comparison of the direct evaluation method of Eq 14 compared to the analytical
model of Eq 24 for Kuwabara’s 1:1 ratio.
The agreement between Levy-Mises and the direct evaluation is good considering the inherent
assumption, and so confirms the bases for the new associated flow rule is valid. Revisiting Eq 20,
we can rearrange the equation to isolate M in order to establish a model condition for estimating
M shown below in Eq 25
2

M =

𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃
𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝜙

𝜙

𝑓𝜙

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓

𝑑𝜖𝜙

𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃

= 1, M = √𝑓 𝜙 [25]

Using Eq 3 for both φ and θ, we can plot the principal strain evolution for 1:1 stress ratio,
and for fφ = 0.908 resulting in a principal strain evolution of unity shown in Figure B4.
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Figure B4: Determination of the M ratio for Kuwabara’s AA5154 giving insight into the possible
variation of Taylor factors between the two principal directions. The variation is shown to be less
than 10%, having M = 0.953.
In the 1:1 stress case, there is no discrepancy between the direct evaluation method and
that invoking the Levy-Mises assumption. Another noteworthy observation is that varying the Mratio does not cause any change in the magnitude of the modeled thickness stresses. Bifurcation
begins to occur once the stress ratios changes from 1:1 requiring another parameter to help fit the
model. Figure B5 shows the effect of varying M on the reduced thickness stresses, shown below.

Figure B5: The effect of varying the Taylor factor ratio in the PS condition. An increase in the M
ratio causes an increase in the modeled thickness stress in the PS condition.
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The variability in the M ratio is only useful when considering the Levy-Mises analytical
model and as such; an alternative consideration must be taken into account to capture what is
physically happening in the system – the introduction of latent hardening factor, or LHF.

Latent hardening factor model
The LHF model is based on the premise that the CRA analysis is performed solely on the
UD tests and once a second principal stress is added, there will be an effective increase in the
applied stresses. An assumption made in the UD test that is clear for the strains but not the stresses,
is examined, that is:
𝜙

𝜙

𝜙

𝜙

𝜖𝑚 = 𝜖𝜙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Δ𝜎𝑚 = Δ𝜎𝜙 [26]
In the cases of biaxial stress states, the contraction effects in m due to  is accounted
for but the latent hardening of the stress is not. So in the case of the UD test, there is an effect of
latent hardening on the stress (that happens to be 1) that must be accounted for in the model so the
stress part Eq 26 becomes
𝜙

𝜙

Δ𝜎𝑚 = 𝐿𝐻𝐹Δ𝜎𝜙 [27]
where the factor LHF is given by:
𝜙

Δ𝜎𝜙 > Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 ; 𝐿𝐻𝐹 = 1 + 𝐿𝐻𝑅√𝑓 𝜃 [28𝑎]
𝜙

Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 > Δ𝜎𝜙 ; 𝐿𝐻𝐹 = 1 + 𝐿𝐻𝑅√𝑓 𝜙 [28𝑏]
The LHR is the latent hardening ratio indicating the degree of latent hardening (for copper
single crystals, this value is close to 0.4 [A3]) giving a maximum LHF of 1.4 occurring at the 1:1
stress ratio. This implication is observed when revisiting Eq 14, which now must include the LHF
becoming
𝑃𝑊 = ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑡 = [1 −

𝑓 𝜃 𝑅𝜙
𝑓 𝜙𝑅𝜃
𝜙
𝜙
]
∫
𝐿𝐻𝐹𝛥𝜎
𝑑𝜖
+
[1
−
] ∫ 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃 [29]
𝜙
𝜙
𝜙
𝜃
1+𝑅
1+𝑅

In order to remove this effect so the equation may be utilized, Eq 29 is divided by LHF to give
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𝑃𝑊
𝑓 𝜃 𝑅𝜙
𝑓 𝜙 𝑅𝜃
𝜙
𝜙
𝑡
𝑡
= 𝑃𝑊𝐿𝐻𝐹 = ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝑡 𝑑𝜖𝑡 = [1 −
] ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜙 𝑑𝜖𝜙 + [1 −
] ∫ 𝛥𝜎𝜃𝜃 𝑑𝜖𝜃𝜃 [30]
𝐿𝐻𝐹
1 + 𝑅𝜙
1 + 𝑅𝜃
The new outputs of   and  from this LHF model must be transformed into m
and m using Eq 27 in order to accurately compare them to what is being performed
experimentally. The determination of the final modeled applied stress, m and m, utilizes Eq 27
but must add the proportional limit back to the reduced stress (Eq 2) to give a final relation of
𝜙

𝜙

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

[31𝑎]

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

[31𝑏]

𝜎𝑚 = 𝐿𝐻𝐹Δ𝜎𝜙 + 𝜎𝜙
𝜃
𝜎𝑚
= 𝐿𝐻𝐹Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 + 𝜎𝜃

where m and m are plotted on the yield locus in comparison to the experimental data to
determine the accuracy of the model (shown in Appendix B). A comparison between the iso-model
(LHF=1) and LHF model (LHF=1.075) applied stresses in the φ direction are shown for the 1:1
stress ratio shown in Figure B6.

Figure B6: The difference in the stress output between the iso-model and LHF-model. Note the
increase in the stress from the LHF-model that aids in maintaining the yield locus shape while
increasing the resultant applied stresses.
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Appendix C
Yield Locus Construction Procedure

Iso-model
The goal of the yield locus construction is to determine the required applied stresses in a
multi-axial stress-state that produces the equivalent PW to that of a unidirectional (UD) tensile test.
The exact procedure performed in order to generate the yield locus will be presented in an
illustrative process for ease of understanding. The balanced biaxial (BB) case of a 1:1 stress ratio
will be used as the example for completing this procedure and compared to Kuwabara’s p0 = 0.15
data point, the equivalent UD PW of the system is calculated using Eq 16a and 16b, increasing the
applied stress to observe its evolution, shown in Figure C1 (a) as the shaded grey area, the
accompanying PW with strain shown in Figure C1 (b).

Figure C1: (a) The replicated stress-strain curve in the UD determined from CRA and the PW with
respect to the resultant strain according to Eq 3. The amount of PW at p0 = 0.15 of the UD tensile
test is the area in grey. (b) The evolution in PW with increasing strain. At p0 = 0.15 the equivalent
PW was found to be 19.5 for the UD case. There is a clear distinction between the two fits in the
curve,  1 and  2, the solution of which depends on the applied stress ratio.
The process begins by applying incremental  and  in the respective strain ratios,
introducing principal strains according the Eq 3 but what is actually measured, m includes the
contraction due to the second principal stress resulting in a measured plastic strain found using Eq
8a and 8b, to calculate the PW of the system. The effect of the contraction is clearly shown in
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Figure C2 (a), where the UD stress-strain curve (no effect of contraction) is plotted on the same
axis as the 1:1  stress-strain (includes contraction effects). Although the applied stresses in the
two cases may be similar, the total PW introduced into the system is reduced due to the negative
work (contraction) of the  strain by the applied  stress and the resulting  . An assumption is
made that the UD stress-strain curves may be applied in the multi-axial stress states, substituting
m for  .

Figure C2: (a) The strains induced from applied  stress accounting for the contractions effect of
the  stress. The UD case is shown as a comparison to observe the effect of strain contraction. (b)
The strains induced from applied  stress including the contraction effect from the  strain. The
exact value of the required strain to generate equivalent PW has been approximated for schematic
purposes and will be calculated precisely by the end of this exercise.
The corresponding PW curves evolving with m and m are shown below in Figure C3,
and both the  1 and  2 PW curves are shown; there is a clear transition once the  2 PW surpasses
the  1 PW in magnitude. A similar effect of strain contraction due to   is observed in the PW
curves comparing the UD and BB m .
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Figure C3: (a) PW contribution due to applied  stress in both the UD and BB cases (left hand
side). (b): PW contribution due to applied  stress (right hand side).
In order to accurately compare the UD and BB applied stress curves, the strains must be
converted to a common axis, tt that will be performed in two steps. The first step is to apply Eq 6a
and 6b to obtain the individual  and  strain contributions to the total thickness strain, causing the
equivalent thickness strain for the UD case to become t = tt = 0.1103 (instead of p0 = 0.15) since
t = 0 for UD only. The UD and BB  stress-strain curves have now collapsed, see Figure C4(a),
since the thickness strain contributions due to  are not mitigated by the  stress since both  and
 stresses cause contraction in thickness, as shown in Eq 7, where the thickness strains are additive.

Figure C4: (a) The applied stress-effective thickness -strain curve for the BB and UD (left hand
side). (b) The applied stress-effective thickness -strain curve for the BB test (right hand side).
The same conversion is performed on the PW curves, shown below in Figure C5.
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Figure C5: (a) Comparison of the PW from UD and BB  stresses evolving through t . (b)
Evolution of the  contribution of PW with evolving t.
Unlike the applied stresses, the PW from UD and BB do not collapse since the negative
contribution to the PW due to the  stress is accounted for in the PW calculation (see Eq 14). Next,
the thickness contributions from  and  can be summated according to Eq 7 to obtain the total
thickness strain since that is what will be common between all 3 curves (UD,  and  BB). Since
the applied stresses in  and  in the BB case are identical, these curves will collapse (see Figure
C6) while the UD will no longer be equal since it only contains t contributions with the BB having
both t and t contributions.

Figure C6: The applied-stress versus thickness strain curves for the BB and UD cases.

The common axis between the UD and BB tests of Figure C6 allows for direct comparison
between the curves in order to determine the required applied stresses to generate equivalent PW
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to that of the UD test. This transformation has been performed and is shown in Figures C7 (a) and
(b).

Figure C7: (a) The PW vs tt for the UD and BB  stress. (b) The PW vs tt for the BB  stress.
The direct relation between the UD and BB  component has now become convoluted due
to the introduction of the t to the system. The PW contributions in the BB case may now be
summated according to Eq 14 and a single PW vs tt curve may now be established and compared
to the PW vs tt for the UD case shown below in Figure C8.

Figure C8: Total PW in the BB and UD tests in order to determine what thickness strains in the
BB case correspond to the same total PW in the UD test.
Figure C8 helps establish the required input strain for the UD case in terms of tt =
0.1103. We trace this value until it hits the UD PW curve resulting in an equivalent PW of 19.5.
This becomes the input for the BB total PW curve, and this value of equivalent PW occurs at and
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output value tt = 0.173 for the BB case. The final step it to map this thickness strain to the
required applied stresses in  and  to generate the determined required total thickness strain –
relating to the equivalent PW of the UD system. We then go to the applied stress versus thickness
strain plot (Figure C6) and use our calculated input of tt = 0.173 and determine the corresponding
applied stress. Figure C9 below plots the curves from Figures C2 (a)-(b) and C6 to see how the
thickness strain relates to not only the applied stresses but m and m.

Figure C9: (a) Final step in determining the applied stresses required to generate equivalent PW
to the UD tensile test in the BB condition. The total PW is the sum of the red and blue shaded
areas, occurring at their respective m and m. (b) The initial guess of m from Figure B2 (a)
revised to reflect the actual strain corresponding to the -contribution of the total PW.
Figure C9 determines the applied stress required to obtain equivalent PW, and also shows
the principal stress-principal strains (shown in the plot at the beginning of this section). Although
the required applied stresses are identical, the corresponding principal strains are not due to the
unique UD tensile curves for  and . As previously stated, it is the sum of the red and blue shaded
areas that are equivalent to those in the UD case. The required applied stresses have now been
determined and the point is then mapped onto Kuwabara’s experimental reduced yield locus map
shown in Figure C10.
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Figure C10: Mapping the determined required reduced applied stresses under BB in order to equate
to 19.5 PW from the UD tensile test.
This process is completed for each of the required p0 along each of the prescribed stress-ratios and
each of the required applied stresses are recorded and plotted on the yield locus map.

Latent hardening adjusted model
The process of generating the LHF model is performed subsequent to generating the simple
model curve in order to estimate the extent of latent hardening (how large LHR is) in order to match
the simple model curve to the experimental curve along the 1:1 ratio. The exact same process for
determining the model stresses in the simple model are followed in the LHF model as well. The
discrepancies however, lie within the target equivalent PW, which is reduced according to Eq 30,
with PWLHF as the new input PW for each of the stress ratios to which the new  and  must
now match. These values of  and  are now regarded as the unit model these values must
be scaled according to Eq 27 and finally passed into Eq 31a and 31b to obtain the final modeled
stress results, m and m. For clarity of the difference between the iso- and LHF-models,
Kuwabara’s p0 = 0.15 on AA5154 is shown in Figure C11.
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Figure C11: A comparison between the two different models and the experimental data collected
by Iadicola. An LHF maximum of 1.075 (LHR = 0.075) has been used for correct the data to match
the 1:1 experimental data point.
There are a few key observations to be made in comparing the 3 model predictions of
Figure C11. The simple model is the basis for the yield locus – it includes the effects of texture, the
differences in the stress-strain curves in the two principal directions and maintains the convexity
of the yield locus curve are required by what the yield locus physically represents. The LHF model
accounts for the enhanced PW contributions due to the effects of latent hardening, such that the
equivalent PW at the 1:0 and 0:1 ratios are identical to those of the UD tests, while all the other
stress-ratios have a reduced PW, the largest decrease of PW occurring when latent hardening is a
maximum at 1:1. Once the iso-model applied stresses are determined, the final model stresses are
determined using Eq 31a and 31b, and the convex shape of the yield locus is maintained, with the
yield surface created agreeing sufficiently well with the experimental data.
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Appendix D
Plane Strain and Balanced Biaxial Conditions
In sheet forming, understanding the plane strain conditions are of the utmost importance
due to the prevalence of localized necking to occur along the plane strain directions. As a result,
knowing the stress ratios that cause the material to enter into a plane strain condition (one of the
principal measured strains equal to zero) can give some insight into the preferential stress ratios to
optimize formability and prevent early failure.

Kuwabara – AA5154 [A.1]
Using Kuwabara’s stress-strain curves [A.1] as a template, he indicates that the 2:1 (:)
stress ratio is close to the plane strain condition – for that reason, we will begin by looking at several
ratios around 2:1 to give us some insight into range of ratios that will result in the plane strain
condition in the > region. Replicating the stress strain curves for the various applied stress
ratios uses the same method and equations as described in Appendix B, and Figure D1 shows the
measured principal strains (found using Eq 8a and 8b) in both  and  for the UD, 2:1, 4:3 and 1:1
systems.
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Figure D1: The evolution of the measured principal strains with increasing applied stress. The
major stress in this plot is those due to  (solid lines) with the minor stresses being  (dashed lines).
The UD case is shown as a baseline to observe the effect of the contraction strain causing an
increase in the apparent work hardening. The negative strains are indicative that the contraction in
the minor direction due to the major principal stress is greater than the minor principal strain, that
is;  R / (1+R) > .
A few observations can be made and related to the physical properties of the material
apparent from the initial stress-strain curves. The first is the deviation in measured strain between
m and m at the 1:1 ratio. The discrepancy arises from the difference in the UD stress-strain curves
for both f and q. The work hardening rate in the  direction in the  2 regime is less than that of 
indicating that identical increases in stress results in a relatively larger amount of principal strain
in , causing a relatively larger decrease in m than that in m. That is
𝜃
𝑑𝜖𝑚
𝜙

𝑑Δ𝜎𝜙

𝜙

<

𝑑𝜖𝑚
𝜙
, where 𝑑Δ𝜎𝜙 = 𝑑Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃 for 1: 1
𝑑Δ𝜎𝜃𝜃

The second observation is that the 2:1 ratio results in a net negative measured strain in the
 direction, while the 4:3 ratio results in a net positive measured strain in . Thus, the plane strain
condition will occur at some ratio between 2:1 and 4:3. The minor ratio is varied until there is a
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zero m. The plane strain condition for  > occurs when f  is 0.608 (23:14 ratio) and shown in
Figure D2.

Figure D2: The plane strain condition for Kuwabara’s AA5154 when > occurring along the
23:14 stress ratio.
Some wavering in the theta curve can be seen as the line is not quite vertical. This anomaly
arises due to the minor difference in work hardening rates of  and , the former being lower at
high strains causing an increase in the contraction effect once in the  2 regime. A similar process
may be performed in the stress regime where  the plane strain condition met at f = 0.6 (3:5
stress ratio), shown below in Figure D3.
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Figure D3: The plane strain condition for Kuwabara’s AA5154 when   occurring along the
3:5 ratio. The dashes lines indicate the minor stress component, , with the solid lines showing the
major stress component, . The UD  stress-strain curve is shown as a baseline for comparison.
In Figure D3 can be seen that the m is slowly becoming positive with increased applied
stress, the opposite effect observed from the > case where the minor strain tends towards
negativity. The rational for this effect is due to the different work hardening behaviour in the two
directions, with contractive strain contributions from  overcome by the enhanced strain
accumulation of  due to the lower relative work hardening in . This effect will become apparent
in analyzing the Iadicola data for plane strain where the work hardening behaviours are drastically
different in the principal directions.

Iadicola [A.2] – effect of anisotropic work hardening
In the following explanation, the directions of RD and  are taken to be parallel, as are TD
and , in order to easily discuss comparisons between the Kuwabara and Iadicola experiments. The
effect of anisotropic work hardening began to become apparent in Figure D3, where the initially
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plane strain condition of m   is interrupted due to the difference in work hardening between 
and . Iadicola’s final plane strain measurement was performed at p0 = 0.15 having an equivalent
PW = 18.0 that is modified to PW LHF using an LHR=0.6 (see Appendix B, Eq 9) and since the
importance of forming is for achieving large-strains, understanding the plane strain condition at the
maximum experimental strain will be beneficial. As shown in Appendix B, the simple model is not
sufficient in order to accurately match the Iadicola experimental data, as a result, the LHF model
will be introduced in this section to remain consistent with the yield locus construction procedure
and how its implications are observed in the evolution of the plane strain condition. For this, the
stress ratios were varied (changing f ) until m = 0 at PW LHF = PW/ (1+LHR√f) = 18.0/
(1+LHR√f). The applied stress-measured strain curve for this ratio, 1:1 and the UD case are shown
in Figure D4(a) with the evolution of total PW at the pane strain condition with m shown in Figure
D4(b).

Figure D4: The plane strain condition at p0 = 0.15 having equivalent PW LHF = 12.3 occurring at f 
= 0.595. Unlike the Kuwabara cases in Figures D2 and D3, there is a significant curvature of the
plane strain condition curve.
In the Kuwabara data where the work hardening behaviour was more isotropic results in a plane
strain curve that is nearly vertical whereas the “bend” in the Iadicola plane strain condition is
amplified with largely anisotropic stress-strain curves in the two principal directions. Once the
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applied stresses are converted into the LHF modeled stresses, they are compared to the Iadicola
XRD data, both major and minor stresses plotted against the major measured strain for clarity,
shown in Figure D5. The UD RD curve is shown as a baseline comparison.

Figure D5: Comparison between the experimental plane strain data and those modeled for the
plane strain condition with f  = 0.595 and PW LHF = 12.3.
There is significant scatter in the experimental data and the plane strain prediction follows
the curvature of the major stress. The minor stress on the other hand is significantly higher than the
experimental measurements having a significantly higher slope. This arises due to the difference in
calculated plane strain condition, f  = 0.595, compared to that which Iadicola performed the
experiment of about f  = 0.3. If we now change our ratios to reflect this change, while still using
the LHF model, Figure D5 becomes Figure D6.
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Figure D6: Iadicola’s f = 0.3 to meet the plane strain condition. There is now agreement in the
minor and major stresses with respect to the experimental data.
It is seen that the LHF stresses now agree within experimental error with the Iadicola data
validating both the general model formulation and justifying the LHF model. Due to the
requirement of varying the stress ratios to maintain the plane strain condition gives light to complex
nature of high anisotropic systems and the difficulty in processing to avoid the plane strain
condition. The effective stretching of the stress strain curve is apparent compared to the UD test
due to the contractive effects in  due to the applied  stress. The extent of the contraction is reduced
between Figure D5 and D6 as the relative fraction of the  applied stress is decreased reducing the
contraction effects is m . A similar exercise may be performed when   and similar effects
of work hardening anisotropy and contraction of strain is observed shown in Figure D7.
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Figure D7: The plane strain condition when   at f = 0.7465 ensuring the PW = 11.85
when m = 0.
It is now clear that in order to maintain the PS condition within the material during
deformation; the applied stress ratio must be constantly varied to keep the minor strain of 0. Iadicola
also performed XRD experiments in-situ for the PSTD condition, which are compared to our
modeled PS condition in Figure D8.

Figure D8: A comparison between the experimental PS TD XRD data and the modelled plane
strain TD condition when f = 0.7465 with a PW LHF = 11.85.
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Similar to the PS RD data shown in Figure D5, Figure D8 illustrates discrepancies between the
model prediction and the experiment. This is understandable since although our modelled PS
condition occurs at f  = 0.7465, Iadicola actually performed the experiment using f  = 0.35.
Adjusting our model to replicate this stress ratio generates Figure D9.

Figure D9: Agreement between the experimental XRD data and the model prediction for both the
major and minor stresses.
When using the experimentally determined stress ratios for both of the plane strain conditions (>
and >) excellent agreement between the model and experimental data is obtained. It has also
been demonstrated that the PS condition changes as the applied stresses are increased an
implication that is likely to be experienced and observed in the balanced biaxial strain (BBS) case.
A similar analysis will be performed on the BBS condition to determine if a similar stress-ratio
evolution is captured in the model compared to that experimentally observed by Iadicola.

Balanced biaxial strain condition
Iadicola mentions that during his experiments the applied stress ratios are not constant
when he attempts to maintain the balanced biaxial condition and a similar observation is made for
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attempting to maintain the plane strain condition throughout the experiment. The anisotropy of
work hardening may help in explaining the evolution of the stress ratios to maintain either plane
strain or balanced biaxial conditions. We will take a closer look at the balanced biaxial case to
determine if we detect a similar stress-ratio evolution to Iadicola (f = .85, .89, .98 and 1.03 for the
1%, 5%, 10% and 15% strains respectively, each corresponding to equivalent PW in the UD-RD
stress-strain curve) to maintain the balanced biaxial condition. Beginning with p0 = 0.15 having
equivalent PW LHF = 11.5, the condition for m = m is satisfied when f = 1.12 as shown in Figure
D10.

Figure D10: The balanced biaxial condition of f = 1.12 at p0 = 0.15 corresponding to PW LHF =
11.5 and the PW evolution with increasing m.
In order to obtain a modeled BB situation, the relative fraction of f was determined to be
1.12, 1.245, 1.085 and 1.12 for the p0 = 1%, 5%, 10% and 15%, respectively. Following a similar
trend that requires a greater portion of  to maintain a balanced biaxial strain state, and the notion
that the work-hardening of  is greater than that of  (opposite to that of Kuwabara), greater stresses
must be applied in order to maintain the requirement that m = m. The drop in f between the 5%
and 10% data is due to the transition between  1 to  2 in the stress-strain curves. The applied ratio
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of f = 1.12 as being the true BB ratio when compared to Iadicola’s XRD data of BB is shown
below in Figure D11.

Figure D11: A comparison of the predicted BB condition for RD (left hand side) and TD (right
hand side) to those experimentally determined by Iadicola.

Although the model predictions are above the measured values, the general trends of the
system: increasing f contribution with increasing applied stress as well as the work hardening
curvature seem to conform to the experimental data. Due to the quasistatic nature of XRD
measurements, it is possible for some relaxation to occur in the system during the measurements
reducing the actual stress in the system which could aid in explaining the discrepancy between the
model and experiment in the BB case while maintaining reasonable agreement in both plane strain
conditions. The large difference in work hardening helps to explain why the f applied stress must
vary in order to maintain a balanced biaxial strain condition but the effect of anisotropic work
hardening becomes apparent when comparing the measured  and  strains when loading under a
the conventional balanced biaxial 1:1 ratio. Figures D12 (a) and (b) show a clear distinction
between the ideal case of Kuwabara (having very similar work hardening behaviour) and that of
Iadicola (vastly different work hardening behaviours) on the effect of measured strain ratios.
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Figure D12: (a) Evolution of measured strains for Kuwabara (left hand side). (b) Evolution of
measured strains for Iadicola XRD-UD tests (right hand side).

It is clear in Figure D12 that the Kuwabara case has such a good linear fit that there is little
fluctuation in the measured strain ratios as the sample is loaded. This is not the case for Iadicola
where both relations are curved, the slope increasing with increasing strain. This is a direct
reflection of the difference in work-hardening between the RD and TD UD tensile curves. In order
to fully satisfy balanced biaxial loading, the slope of the plots in Figures D12 (a) and (b) must be 1
indicating that any incremental measured strain in  is equal to that in . We have already seen that
due to the large difference in work-hardening in the Iadicola RD and TD curves a single stress ratio
will not continuously satisfy the balanced biaxial condition. For this reason, the f  will be varied
for Kuwabara until a slope of 1 is obtained for the  2 region occurring once f = 0.933 (14:15 ratio)
as shown in Figure D13.
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Figure D13: The true balanced biaxial case for Kuwabara’s data occurring at 14:15 stress ratio.
It is clear in comparing the two plots of Figure C14 that the model can replicate the
experiment, with the model prediction of the BB condition occurring once f  = 0.933 whereas
Kuwabara found it to be close to 20:23 (f = 0.87).

Figure D14: A comparison of the typical BB ratio of 1:1 compared to the simulated BB of 14:15
and Kuwabara’s 20:23.

This prediction is confirmed with the near overlap of the applied stress-measured-strain
curves shown in Figure D15 compared to the consistent separation found in the 1:1 case.
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Figure D15: Comparison between the typical 1:1 BB case and that determined through the model
of 14:15.
Revisiting Iadicola’s data on AA5754, he also provided continuous tensile tests that CRA
was performed and the same analysis was undertaken to observe the stability of the modeled BB
condition. A comparison of the two data sets is shown below in Figures D16 (a) and (b).

Figure D16: (a) The measured strain evolution for the XRD curves (left hand side). (b) The
corresponding strain evolution for the continuous curves (right hand side).

It can be seen in Figure D16 that there is significantly less curvature in the strain evolution
in the 1:1 strain ratio due to the reduced discrepancy in work-hardening ratio between RD and TD
in the continuous tests over those in XRD tests. This gives some comfort that with more reliable
data, it is possible to map the BB-strain evolution and/or corresponding PS evolution throughout
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the incremental loading process. This is best illustrated in looking at the analogous plot to Figure
D4 for the continuous testing case, observing the PS evolution at a stress ratio of f θ = 0.688.

Figure C17: Measured strain evolution with incremental loading for Iadicola’s continuous tensile
tests.

Although unable to be maintained throughout the test, the degree of curvature in the measured
minor strain evolution of Figure D17 is considerably less than those observed from the XRD-UD
tensile tests.
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